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Portugese Foreign Minister on SERY Solutions 

LDO9VOS03 1591 London ITV Television Network 
in English 1800 GMT 6 Aug 91 

[Interview with Portuguese Foreign Minister Joao de Deus 
Pinheiro in The Hague by Jon Snow in Londo= on 6 
August, from the “Chanrel 4 News” program—recorded] 

[Text] [Snow] Earlier, on the line to The Hague. | spoke 
to the Portuguese foreign minister, Joao de Deus Pin- 
hero, a member of the EC troika of foreign ministers. | 
asked him whether the troika 1s now still the best vehicle 
10 Carry On negotiations with Yugoslavia. 

[Pinheiro] No doubt whatsoever, because what happened 
in Yugoslavia two days ago was not really a fa:’ure of the 
trouka. but rather 2 boycott by some of the responsibles of 
the Republic of Serta. They simply didn't appear in the 
last meeting. in which the agreement that we had proposed 
could be accepted by the vast majority of people im 
Yugoslavia; namely, the federal Presidency, federal gov- 
ernment. and four or the republics. 

[Snow] Foreign Minister, the most difficult thing seems 
to be the question of what kind of force you could rely 
upon to guaranice a cease-fire. Have you resolved that 
proble » today” 

[Pinheiro] Well, we have made ourselves available 
through WEL [Western European Union), if an agreed 
cease-fire 1s in place, and if the parties in Yugoslavia 
want us to help. then a peace-keeping force of WEL 
might be used. We are available, we want to contribute, 
and we want to keep as honest brokers, without merſer · 
ence, and | underline the fact that we are talking about a 
peace-keeping uni rather than a peace-making unit, 
which 1s quite different. 

[Snow] The problem. minister, 1s that people, | think, felt 
there needed to be a new initiative, and they looked to 
today's meeting to provide one, bul you seem to have 
failed to come up with anything new today 

[Pinheiro] Well, the fact 1s that the cease-fire agreement 
that we have suggested 1s really a good compromise— 
everybody recognizes it as such—which takes into account 
the opinions and positions of different parties in Yugo- 
Slavia, and which can provide a good. rehable, and credible 
cease-fire. Therefore, it's not a question of having a good 
document, it's not a question of having a good proposal. 
it's a question of overcoming the boycott of some of the 
responsibles of the Sertian republic. That's the real ques- 
tion. That's why political pressure from the international 
community 1s absolutely necessary and indispensable 

[Snow] So what happens now’ Will you be back to 
Yugoslavia in the neat few days” 

[Pinheiro] Well, we'll go back as long as there 1s a chance 
of there having the cease-fire [proposal] signed. and the 
negotiations started. Bul, we have to make clear one 
point, os that there 1s no possibility, whatsoever. that 
we ll ever accept that internal borders in Yugoslavia can 
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be cxapended by military forse, and second, thal the 
rights af nunoritics should not be taken into account im 
all the republics. 

[Snow] Rut what happens if your cease-fire proposal 
fails” 

[Pinheiro] Well, u will be a tragedy for Yugoslavia. 
really, because we think that civil war will escalate, will 
extend to Bosnia. because the composition of the ethnic 
groups in Bosnia 1s such that vi all virtually be umpos- 
sible to avoid that escalation. And, 1's not impossible 
that these problems in Yugoslavia will spread to other 

Balkans, to other countnes of the Balkans. | am refer- 
ring. of course, to the question of Kosovo, in which there 
isan Albanian majority, and even to other countries in 
Centrai Europe. It's really a very serious situation, and, 
we hope. the reponsibles in Serbia, after the declaration 
the trouka has made yesterday, 2nd the community 
today. realize that they are playing with fire. and thal a 
stop has to be made as soon as possible. 

EC Commissioner on Countries’ Economic Freedom 

PM0908 132491 Oslo ARBEIDERBLADET 
in Nor egian ~ Aue 91 p 7 

[Report on interview with EC Finance Commissioner 
Henning Christophersen by Eirin Hurum in Brussels. 
date not given} 

[Text] Brussels—"“We will replace the economic freedom 
of action that all countries have already lost with a 
common policy which all can influence.” sand EC 
Finance Minister Henning Christophersen (52) 

Henning Christophersen, a Dane and vice president of 
the EC Commussion—and probably the Nordic arca’s 
most influential politician al present—turns the question 
of small countries’ economic freedom of action on its 
head. It 1s not a question of surrendering cconomic 
sovereignty. bul a question of winning back what has 
already been lost 

As the EC's finance minister and the man responsible for 
one of the EC's two major intergovernmental confer- 
ences—on cconomic and monetary umion—his power 
and influence are still growing 

All the EC countnes support the goal of cconomic and 
monetary union, even though there remains some dis- 
agreement on when the various phases should be imple- 
mented 

Out of fear that individual countries will not succeed im 
mecting the economic conditions being land down for 
cach phase. the EC Commission has now adopted a 
number of measures to pressure the countries into 
behaving in a disciplined fashion 

Ever imecreasing demands for convergence are being 
made, that 1s. greater sumilarity between the |) coun- 
ines’ economies in the ficlds of inflation, interest rates. 
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and nationa! budget deficits. In addition financial mar- 
kets wall be controlled. indirect taxation will be harmo- 
nized. and there are demands for discipline in financial 

policy 

In the final phase monctary policy will be centrally 
controlled, through a central bank, and a common cur- 
rency—the ECU [European currency unit}—will be 
introduced. 

{[Hurum] What scope wil! the countrnes have lefi for their 
own cconomi measures once this process has been 

compicted” 

[Christophersen] It 1s correct thal monetary policy will 
have to be centrally controlled, asd that there will be a 
need for central coordination of some areas of spending 
poley and for a harmonization of indirect taxation. 
Apart from this it will be left to the member countries 
themselves to organize their national budgets. The EC 
cannot, nor docs it want to, go into tax or excise policy 
Nor does the EC want to interfere in the coun'nes’ 
structural policy or labor market policy 

[Hurum] What do the countnes get in return in the form 
of economic and social gains” 

[Christophersen] First. each individual country will have 
a much better chance of pursuing a much more viable 
economic policy If we had had economic and monetary 
umion in the seventies and eighties, Western Europe 
would have come through the two economac crises much 
more comfortably 

Second, a common capital market will lead to lower 
interest rates. These will lead in their turn to a reduction 
in ithe burden on national budgets which are weighed 
down by heavy interest payments—and this will stimu- 
late investment in both the public and private sectors. A 
common monctary and currency exchange policy will 
give a completely different degree of security for cross- 
border investments and make i casver for the smaller 
and more penpheral countries in the Community to 
altract invesiment. 

{[Hurum] Economic and monetary union 1s wel! on the 
way. On the other hand, political union 1s much more 
complicated and controversial. Al the center of the 
debate is the concept of “federation.” Norwegians and 
Danes both develop breathing difficulties when the coa- 
cept 1s introduced into the debate. “Political union 6 
stone dead.” Danish Prime Minister Poul Schluter said 
in the mid-cighties 

[Christophersen] | do not think that the proposal will be 
adopted at the Maastricht summit in December. The 
majority of member countries will have reservations 
about signing a document that states that the EC 1s to 
become a federation 

On the other hand, we should not allow ourselves to be 
irnghiened by the word “federation” We have to 
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remember that the EC 1s not an alien organization. It 1s 
made up of ourselves. ut 1s made up of the countries 
themselves. The EC will never concern self with arcas 
which the countries do not want the EC to concern itself 
with. 

[ARBEIDERBLADET] Henning Christophersen does 
not think that there 1s any contradiction between decen- 
tralization and the pursuit of common EC policies 

[{Christophersen] “The main principle 1s that the EC has 
to have the possibility of reaching decisions im arcas 
whach are important if the EC 1s to function as a political 
and cconomi community. This applies especially to 
areas which affect the internal market. 

“But when the EC begins to concern itself with an area. 
or when the EC expands its area of Competence, we must 
make sure the whole time that the policy and the 
decisions that are reached are implemented in as Gecen- 
tralized a way as possible.” he sand. 

Positive Steps in Western Industrialized Countries 
AU 1208083891 Berlin NEUE ZEIT in German 
Stug vip 

{[ADN report: “Upswing in 1991") 

[Text] Essen—in the view of ihe Rhine-Wesiphalan 
Economic Research Instuute (RWI), the economic 
development in the Western industrialized countries will 
imecrease by the end of this year. According to an analysis. 
which was published on 7 August. the annual growth of 
the national products will rise from 1.75 percent im 1990 
to 2 percent in 1991 and about 3.5 percent in 1992. The 
volume of world trade will rise from 2 5 percent this year 
to 6 percent in 1992 Since the upswing will not be a 
particularly intensive one. the cconomuc researchers see 
a chance that 11 will again lead to a lasting upward trend 

According to the RWI. the United States, Canada, Cireat 
Britain, and Sweden will be the vanguard. which entered 
a phase of economic weakness first and are currently in 
a recession. In these countries the upswing will start 
during the summer In the United States production will 
probably expand again at a rate of 1.5 percent. In Japan 
and in the FRG. on the other hand, the growth rates will 
continue to decline in 1991. The low pont and turning 
pomt will probably be reached im these countries at the 
end of 1991. Growth will be highest—despite the 
decline—in Japan and lowest in Europe. since the 
decreasing dynamism of the German economy affects 
the overall devclopment 

However, a number of uncertainties and risks puts a 
strain on the further development, the RWI stresses 
Above all, the slow progress of the reform process im 
Eastern Europe and the danger of an outbreak of social 
and cthni tensions might cause increasing instability in 

this region 
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Mock Calls For International Mediation in SFRY 
AU1008 131991 Vienna Ocesterrewch Eins Radio Network 
in German 1000 GMT 10 Aug 91 

[Text] Foreign Minister Mock stressed that ; ternational 
mediation 1s necessary in the Yugoslavw crisis. The 
acting authorities, especially the EC, must prepare them- 
selves today for situations that would require additional 
instruments to contain and reduce conflicts, Mock said. 
The fact that the CSCE bos_es were to again be convened 
for the first week of September at the latest 1s also 
positive because in this way a kind of permanent confer- 
ence on Yugoslavia was established, he said. 

Croatian Foreign Minister Separovic Pays Visit 

Appeals for Recognition 

AU 1208100291 Vienna DER STANDARD in German 
12 Aug 91 p 2 

Interview with Croatian Foreign Minister Zvonimuir 
by Inge Bacher-Dalma in Vienna, date not 

ven: “Do We Have To Want Until We Have 100,000 

Dead”) 
ext) “Austra is Croatia's most important partner,” 
vonimir Separovic, who was appointed as Croatia's 

foreign minister a few days ago, told DER STANDARD 
For this reason, he paid a lightning visit to Vienna 
Today, Monday, he will meet with Chancellor Vrenitzky 
for an unofficial exchange of ideas. 

[Bacher-Dalma] Do you want to win support for the 
Croatian cause’ Is this the purpose of your visit” 

[Separovic] Yes, of course, bul it 1s not the only reason 
One can no longer speak of the “internationalization of 
the Yugoslav crisis.” What is important now is the 
international condemnation of the war against Croatia 
We need recognition to survive 

[Becher-Delma) Are you suggesting an Austrian solo 
attempt 

[Separovic] Somebody must start. Croatia 1s waiting for 
promises to be fulfilled. Both Austria's head of govern- 
ment Franz Vranitzky and Foreign Minister Alors Mock, 
as well as the German Minister Hans-Dietrich 
Genscher, officially spoke of the option of izing 
Croatia and Slovenia under international law. Afier the 
military attack on Croatia, ot might be used as a peaceful 
instrument of pressure—as Ausinan, German, and 
French officials stated What arc the politicians waiting 
for? Will they wait until we have 100,000 dead” Attacks 
on Croatia continue, and several hundred people have 
been killed. About $0,000 Croats had to leave thei 
villages and towns 

[Bacher-Dalma] Who cise might “break the we?” 

[Separovic] Croatia concentrates its hopes on two areas 
its neighboring states and the EC —that is, Austria, 

AUSTRIA — 

Tiro model” in talks with Austrian politicians. 

[Separovic] | do not consider t's an sdeal model. Fur- 
thermore, talks on South Tirol’s autonomy have not yet 
been concluded. We are willing to grant the Serbs in 
Croatia far-reaching cultural and administrative 
autonomy, but also regional self-adminisiration How- 
ever, they must support the Croat state and give up their 
claims concerning the incorporation of Serb enclaves 
into Seria. 

[Bacher-Dalma] A cease-fire to which Croatia has agreed 
is Currently in force. How do you asses the monitoring 
commission of the federal governmen’’ Does 1 work im 
harmony with the EC observers” 

[Separovic] | can only describe the commission headed 
by Branko Kostic from Montenegro as the latest trick of 
Sertian policy. We demand international control. The 
work of the EC observers stationed in Zagreb is being 
impeded by the federal commission. The Yugoslav Peo- 
ples Army «s the last representative of active tank 
communism in Europe. The Europeans who wai) this 
tragedy every day on thew television screens sould 
finally realize that and become more active 

Seeks Support Against Serbs 

401208115691 Vienna Ocesterrewh Eins Radio Network 
in German 1000 GMT 12 Aug 91 

[Alfred Schwarz report on news conference by Croatian 
Foreign Minister Zvonimir Separovic im Vienna on 12 
August, organized by the Austnan-Croatian Society; 
Separovic statements in German—passages within quo- 
tation marks are recorded) 

[Text] Right at the beginning of the news conference, 
Croatian Foreign Minister Separovic used strong words. 
In Croatia, a struggle against the communists is being 
waged, however, an ethnic conflict 1s also involved. In 
addition. he compared his Sertan opponent Milosevic 
with Hitler 

[Separovic}] “Comparisons between Milosevic and Hitler 
are by no means accidental. He a strongman who 
would like to establish a Greater Sertua. He 1s the last 
imperialist, and he pursues his mumperialist policy in the 
middie of Europe ~ 

He has come to Austria to achieve Croatia's recognition. 
German Foreign Minister Genscher, German Chan- 
cellor Kohl, Austria's Chancellor Vranitzky, Austria's 



44 

case the borders and the would have to be 

[Separovec] “We are facing an army that is equipped 

are ready for attack 50 km south of Zagreb. Gentlemen, 

Separovic stated that he belongs to the more moderate 
Croat politecians, however, there are also extremusts in 
his republic who advocate total war against Seria. 

| developments, particularly 
with the military defeat. They say that we should fight, 
that we must defeat the JNA. These catremists are not 
realistic. We have no tanks, no artillery, no aircraft, and 
no navy. The JNA has all that. We do not want to attack, 
to accept war and strike back. This is what the Serbs 
want us to do. Al this point we only fight to defend what 
we have.” 

Separovic stressed that he sees himself as a diplomatic 
fighter for Croatia. His goal is clear: Croatia's recogni- 
on. 

Addresses Rally of 3,000 

AU1108161991 Vienna Ocesterreich Eins Radio Network 
in German 1500 GMT 11 Aug 9! 

[Oliver Ortner report) 

Laer 2 2,000 people met for a peace 
mass at the seat of the Croat Catholic community of 
Vienna in the church on the Hof [a square in Vienna). 
After the mass, the actual protest ration started 
with a rosary prayer. 

The protest march led to St. Stephen's Square via the 
Ring [the road that encircles the first district], Hardly 
any banners were seen during this demonstration. Nev- 
ertheless, the purpose was clear, With this demonsitra- 
tion, the almost 3,000 demonstrators wanted to call on 
the free world, as they pul i, to recognize the sovereign 
state of Croatia and thus to create a stable peace im this 
region. The organizers said that the Croats’ expulsion 
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from castern Slavonia, Banya, and Krayina by Serbian 
Chetniks and the Yugoslav Army [JNA] 1s a war crime of 

[Begin Separovic 
hundreds 

, Maryana Grandits, for- 
cign policy spokeswoman of the Greens, and Rainer 
Pavkovitz, executive chairman of the Vienna Freedom 
Party of Austria [FPO], also again advocated the recog- 
nition of Croatia's independence by the Austrian federal 

Bakhtiar’s Killers Reportedly Escaped Via Vienna 

401108132491 Vienna KURIER in German 11 Aug 91 
p3 

["D.L.” report: “Bakhtiar’s Murderers Escaped Via 
Vienna”) 

{Excerpt} The three Iranians who are suspected of having 
murdered former [Iranian] Prime Minister Bakthiar in 
Paris are sand to have escaped to Iran via Ausina. 
According to unofficial police information, the three 
took a flight from Vienna to Tehran. Bakhtiar and his 
secretary were found stabbed on 8 August. [passage 
omitted] 

East European States Owe 170 Billion Schillings 
AU1108195191 Vienna DIE PRESSE in German 
10-11 Aug 91 p ii 

{Christiane Domforth: “East Owes Austra 170 Bilhon™] 

[Text] Vienna—The total debts of the Eastern European 

clams 
against the East have been slightly reduced. This results 
from reports of the domestic financial institutes to the 
Bank for International Settlements in Basel The credit 
standings of the individual countries vary greatly While 
Bulgaria nesther makes interest nor redemption pay- 
ments, the CSFR gets the best ratings among the eastern 
sales 
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The greatest individual debtor among the casicrn states 
18 the Sovict Unson. Despite its bad coomormec situation 
Gnd o ney x chavtage of Corvin exchange. i Comtinucs to 

tume, the debts of the CSFR only increased significantly 
m the past two years. The CSFR's credit standing 1s good 
in all the Eastern European states 

As reported, Bulgaria—to which Austria's banks granted 

Poland—which has already undergone several rex hed- 
uling processes—agreed with its state creditors repre- 
sented by the Paris Club on a S0-percent remiswon of 
debts this spring. Recently a unique payment of $100 
millon was made So far. there has not been a consensus 
with the Western banks 

Yugoslavia also rescheduled its debts once and met its 
hatilities with the help of foreign exchange revenues 
from tourism and remittances from guest workers in the 
past few years 

The situation has now dramatically deterorated bev ause 
of the civil war, As was recently reported from Belgrade. 
the discontinuing of payments to foreign countries is 
being considered 
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Increase in 1991 Foreign Trade Deficit Reported 

10 1108195991 tienna WIENER ZEITUNG 
m German 10 Aue Yi p 7 

[Unatiributed report “Export Stagnation m First Sin 
Months of the Year] 

[Text] A weak growth of cxports and a clear mocrease mm 
imports considerably mcreased the Ausinan foreign 
trade deficnt on the first sw months of 1991 According to 
the Cent: al Statestecal Office, with $7 4 bilhon schellongs. 
the trade balance deficut was 6 & percent higher than mm 
the same pervod last year 

Imports uncreased by 7 & percent to 294 3 bilhon schell- 
ings. while exports only mncreased by 2 6 percent to 24 9 
billion schillings The increase on fuel and energy umports 
was particularly great at 15.4 percent In the pernod 

under review, & percent more capital goods and 10.4 
percent more duratle consumer goods were imported 

Exports of capital goods (plus § 4 percent) and of durabic 
con imer goods (plus $7 percent) also mcreased Sales 
of raw materials and fucls (menus 1). percent) and 
semifinished products (menus 4.5 percent) clearly 
decreased 

Supplies from the EC moreased by 6 4 percent. from the 
European Free Trade Assocsatron [EFTA] by 2} per 
cent, and from overseas CFC D countries by 12 9 per- 
cemt Dowbie growth rates were achieved in omports 
from Eastern Europe iplus 116 percent. 6 percent 
share) and the developing countries (plus 14 4 percent. &- 

percent share) As much as &! percent of the goods 
supphed were sold in the Western indusinal countnes. 
with the following distnbotron among the individual 
mtegration areas EC 67 percent, EF TA 9 percent 

Whale delivernes to the EC mcreased by 4 5 percent and 
to Eastern Europe by 19 percent. there were setbacks m 
the trade with the EF TA (menus 9 4 percent), overseas 
OFC D countries (menus 5 9 percent) and the developing 
countries (minus 0 3 percent) 
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Components for “Spy Satellite’ Exported to Iraq 
LDI 108080191 London THE SUNDAY TELEGRAPH 
im English 11 Aug Yi pl 

[Report by Robert Matthews and Toby Helm] 

[Text] The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) 
approved cuports to Irag of key Components needed to 
build a satelite for spying on Britesh allies 1a the Gulf. 

Documents released last week Ur Lilicy, the Trade 
and industry Secretary, show that Iraq was sent parts 

Last night Mr Gordon Prown, Labour's trade 
spokesman, sand “I will be raring with the Prime 
Minister the unanswered question about whether cquip- 
ment for a apy satelite did leave Britamn for Irag and, if 

Inter Commitice on which the Ministry of 
Defence, the Foreign Office and the DTI are represented 
before berg exported.” i said. 

Even before the Gulf war, lrag was aware that 1 aceded 
the ability to monitor the activities of its neighbors - 

Its failure to see allied moveme:.'s 
during the conflict is beheved by defence analysts to g F E ; : 
Iraq spent huge sums developung a spy satelite THE 
SUNDAY TELEGRAPH has discovered that im 1989 

. the scventests mmvolved—Prof 
Marin Sweeting and his team at Surrey University— 
refused to deal with them 

“We listened to what they wanted, bat decided 1 wasn't 
a good wea to get volved.” Prof Sweetung sand. “Their 
main imterest. they sand, was im space wrence Bul we 
would have been naive to beheve that.” He sand that the 
Foren Office had contacted him to find owt what the 
Iraqis bad requested 

Later the same year, Irag launched a 48-10n. three-stage 
rocket capable of putting a spy satelite into low orb 
But American tracking stations reported that (he pay load 
failed to reach orbit and burnt up en re-entry 

Lat weed. on response to pressure from Labour MPs. Mr 
Lilley released a full list of goods hoensed for export 
between 1987 and August 1990 and mnsisted that Britian 
had observed the terms of the arms embargo in full The 
documents showed that no equipment which would 

PBIS-WEL -91-155 
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my ke a Comtributvos 1 the busid-up of nuclear wcapoms 

was hoensed for cxpod by Bretrnsh componses to Irag 

The mfonuation did. however, show thal cquipment 
that enhanced Saddam's miliary powcr. such as a-rcraft 
engines, had been hoeased as non-icthal when the 
embxago was im force 

—Ohresty Campbell ertics A Broth clectronncs com- 
pany supped an adv anced wy -proof radio system last 
year to Saddam's office. allowing him to communi ate 
with hes security serveces and scoret poloe without 
other mmticthgence services bestemeng in 

Thirty Cougar radio ects were supphed direct to the 
office of the presedent. accordeng to the lest of products 
hoensed by the DTI for export to Iraq The foil lest was 
published last week after pressere from MPs 

The radwo sets were sapped by the Racal clectrones 
company of Reading m a deal worth 112.628 pounds 
sterling. This was just one of many cases of advanced 
coding machines and scrambling devices sold to brag by 
Britain 

Israchi Ambassador Summoned Over Hostage Issue 

LD0908 130191 London PRESS ASSOCLATION 
in English 1214 GMT? tue 9! 

[By Paul Bromicy, PRESS ASSOCTATION bobby corre. 
spondent] 

(Text] The Foreign Office today summoned the Ierach 
ambassador to pul pressure on hem for the release of 
further hostages Israci holds the key to further 
releases because vt 1s holdeng clerw Shaykh ‘Ubhayd and 
others on south Lebanon 

A Foregn Office spokewman said the ambassador, Mr 
VYo'av Biran, was called mm to see Foreign Office Menester 
Douglas Hogg “There really does seem to be a chance 
now thal we are on the way to seerng the solutvon of the 
hostage problem—the release of all hostages.” be sand 
“i % an opportunity not to be mused and we will 
continue to emphasise to Ieracl that we attach empor- 
tance to the release of all the hostages. to the release of 
Shaykh “‘Ubayd and the detameces in south Lebanon ~ 

the 
McCarthy Mr Hogg has been im contact with govern. 

and there have been bigh level 
“A lot of people have been 

very helpful on all thes and we have been on comtact both 
to cxpress gratitude and to emphasise the pont that we 
want to see the whole hostage problem resolved.” the 
spokesman sand 

Meanwhile. the Foreign Office meued new advice to 
visitors to the Lebanon m the wake of yesterday's 

kidnapping of a French ant worker lt sand “In the 
present corcumstances, we recommend that. where pos. 

sible, vesrtors should try to defer travel to the Lehanon 
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for the neal two weeks unt the mmphcations of the 
hostsge-taking reports become clear ~ 

Syrian Minister on Role in Hostage Kc icaw 

LD 100803019! London BRU Talewuon Netwon 
im English 130GMT & tue 9! 

[Interveew with Syrnan Foregn Moininir Farug al-Shar 

asked him what role Syria had played in the reicase of 
John McCarthy 

|Al-Shar’] Well, Sy 3 4 f : 
[Snow] Are you and the Iraman Government dog all 
you can to bring about a resolution of this hostage crisis 
once and for al!” 

[Al-Shar’] Ves. | think so. I thenk so. Both countnes want 
to see the end of the ordeal of the hostages We are fed up 
with thes continuity of the hostage-taking 

[Snow] What do you think the hostage-takers hope to 
achreve by what's happened today” 

[Al-Shar’] | think the kodnappers have already made this 
release as a gesture, and as a test as well, for the Western 

Snow) How much effective control do you and the 
ramans have over extremist groups lhe Islamic Jitiad” 

[Al-Shar’] Well, very little. Very Ae We have influ- 
ence, the Iranians have influence, but we don't know 
where are those hostages held. We are trying to get them. 

UNITED KINGDOM 7 

We are exerting pressure though many channels. through 
many Lebanese partics who have some sort of direct oF 
ede’ .c1 comacchon ath the kednappers 

[Sace | Wh  @ that, mm spite of mcreasing control over 
the ground m Lebanon, you're still unable to secure the 
release of all the hostages, a5 you say you want to” 

[Ai-Shar’) Seti, a's a very comphcated msec. Vou know 
the hostage problem has been lnked with so many 
thongs. with so many precond tions. but Syma has always 

any to be linked with the release 
the Wemern hostages From a humanitarian pownt of 

view. we co gidn'l escape the fact that there are a number 
of Lebanese hostages beld in Isracl's prisons. and those 
have Seen, om fact, abducted and taken as hostages 
Thon dnappers beheve that ther relatives have to be 

7 
{Saow] Do you think that what happened today 1s a sgn 
that fundamentalism and extremism on the Middle Fast 
8 on the decline” 

[Al-Shar’] It's very difficult to say. but I think unless 
there 1s one standard to be used mm internatronal legit: 
macy and tha’ the Unned Nations resolutions are aided 
by on our _ extremism and fundamentalism would 
mocrease would mount and not deteriorate 

[Snow] How important an influence on what happened 
today, and what may happen now, do you think 1 the 
mecreasing prospect of a Middle East peace conference 
this autumn” 

[Al-Shar’] Well, 1 don't Know, but this os a mere begin. 
ning. What is important 1s not to hold the conference 
what 1s more umportant 1s to have tangible results owl of 
this conference, in other words, to see “hai the UN 
Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338 are imple. 
mented, and that Isracl 1s going te pull owt from the 
occupied territores, from the Golan, from Jerusalem 
from the West Bank, and Gaza. In this case, we can have 
a durable, comprehensive. and just peace im the region 
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hohl intervicwed on Taxes, Asylem, EC, SIRS 
40 1208103491 Mam: Z7DF Network 
om Cermen 1710 GMT 11 Aug 9! 

[imtervecw, seth Chaaceiior Helmut Kohl by Peter E- 
gaare on Mt. Cinlgen, Ausina, date not given—recorded] 

[Excerpts] [passage omutted] [Eligaard) Concerning our 
own prosperity. there also the concern thal the 
(serman mark may lose some of its valuc. The inflation 
rate 4.4 percat. Nest week the Central Bank Counce! 
will hold a meciung under is new head [Bundesbank 
Pressdent Helmut |. Maybe an interesting— 
or at east on micres raics 

will be made. Let ws assume that the interest rates will be 
ranscd—thes cannot be m your i arest nor that of the 
coonomys on the new lacnder 

[Kohl] These are two questions. The first question s 
whether we are able to manage unity in coonomic terms 
and can finance u. The answeriscom = Ay clear to me. 
and I fully agree with almost al! cuper. —: thes respect. In 
ts latest report a few days ago the OECD. the most 
renowned .aternational organization. wrote that the old 

have an cnormous effect on the stability of the German 

[E Nigaard] Can you guarantee to the citizens that in about 
a year tle tax [for German unification) will 
realty be abolished and that the value added tax will be 
rarsed only by | percent, or 1s this still open’ 

[Kohl] The first question is to be answered with a clear 
ves. We well have to discuss the sue of the value added 

honk on thes reapect with the towns and villages Over the 
newt few weeks | want to discuss this with the represen. 
tatrves of Crerman local policy, therefore, | cannot give a 
final answer to part of your queston yet 

PBES- WEL 91-155 
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jEtigaard) Mr. Chancellor, there = another damevix 
poly msuc currently of concern for poltaians and 
curens: the asylum problem, the mung number of 

asslum-seckers. You sand that of oe fall you want to at 
down “oth the Free Democrat Panty of Germany and 
the Socsal Democratic Party of Germany [SPT wo look 
for a solutvon. If vou talk to the SPD. the msuc well also 
be the top of resetticr: hecsase they see a Connection 
here. and « well perhaps also have to be cleared up 
whether one could follow the SPD proposal to establish 
quotas for moemugrants. on the ot ver hand, there s the 
question of whether cthax Cercaams. whos ancestors 
emigrated generations ago. should havc more nghts, as 1s 
the case at the moment, than Turks who were born mm our 
country and speak German 

[Kohl] Theres ss a very difficult problem, bul a very 
decrsve one. I think that a the most mmportani 
domestic policy problem. apart from the problem of our 
currency 's stabrlety. which has absolute proniy for me. 

| would like to make one basi Statement mght at the 
beprnning. because with such 20 micrvicw as we are 
holding now we also receive a widespread response from 
abroad: There must not be any dow that after the 
expernences of recent German history we conmmder the 
right of asylum sacred. I deliberately formulate this 
Statement in thes way Whoever 1s persecuted for reasons 
of race, polvtecs, or rehgron—and we have seen thes m 
our own country —must be able to find refuge here. Thes 
must not be open to debate. This 1s the first port 

[Eligaard] But you are m favor of a change mm the Basic 
Law 

[Kohl] Not om thes respect. The second pomt wm We are 
not an umemgration country This musi a'so be sand very 
clearly What we need 1s solidarity and to he Germans m 

those countries so they are able to help themecives— 
development ard and many other things 

There still remains the problem that we are faceng a 
considerable challenge concerning the msuc of asylum | 
think that two solutions must be tackled at the same 
tome—the national solution and the supranational sobu- 
tron, that 4. the softution to be found wethen the EC 

We wil! not be able to solve the problems if we do not 
come to agreement on a common law om the EC. perhaps 
even om the hope that those countrnes that are currentiy 

not EC members—just thenk of Swutreriand and Aus 
tra—will adopt a semilar positio9 on thes laws Thes will 
he possible only if it rs done soon 

Al the natronal level, | themk that thes can be achieved 
only by Changing the Constitution | want to discuss thes 
with the democratic parties in September 

Concerning the specific question that you asked, how. 
ever, Lam not of the oprmen that 1 advocated by many 
others Crermans—ihink of the Germans in Romama— 
who suffered more than any other Crermans over the past 
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40 years only because they are Germans must be able to 
come to the:r homeland, even if ut is the homeland of 
their ancestors. | think that we should receive them with 
— These are people who have really suffered 
very muc 

Furthermore—this 1s not a principal argument, but | do 
mention 1i—these are families who are bringing many 
children, and the pensions of some of today’s critics will 
be paid by the children of these Germans from R omania 

{Eligaard] Mr. Chancellor, you repeatedly mentioned the 
EC and European unification. This brings me to the 
topic of the conflict in Yugoslavia. You said that the 
failure of the most recent mediation efforts might per- 
haps provide the necessary pressure to follow your 
policy. The question is: Are the others willing to deviate 
from their national egotism and do it within the neat one 
and a half years” 

[Kohl] Regarding economic issues, | do not have any 
doubt that all difficulties will be solved by 31 December 
1992. when the single market will be established. Mosi 
things have already been solved. There are still a number 
of problems, but basically we have turned the corner. 
The matter ts settled. 

[Eligaard) And in political terms” 

[Kohl] Second, and this ts very important, | do not see 
any chance to have the economic and monetary union in 
Europe without political union. Since almost all want the 
economic and monetary union and we—along with some 
others—<learly say that there can only be either both 
things or nothing at all, political union will also be 
brought about. The situation in Yugoslavia, which you 
mentioned, shows how overdue that is. [passage omitted] 

{Eligaard] One question in conclusion: As chancellor you 
have achieved everything that you might have dreamed 
of. You have your place in history because of German 
unification. Do you actually still enjoy being chancellor’ 
After all, at the end of the legislative period, you will 
reach retirement age. Will you run for office again” 

[Kohl] Yes, 1 will run again. [passage omitied] 

Genscher: Chance for Peace in SERY ‘Improved’ 

LD1008101391 Berlin ADN in German 0980 GMI 
10 Aug 91 

Text] Bonn (ADN)}—In the view of Foreign Minister 
ans-Dietrich Genscher, the prospects for a peaceful 

settlement to the crisis in Yugoslavia have improved 
because of the results of the meeting of the CSCE crisis 
mechanism in Prague. The second session of the emer- 
gency mechanism, chaired by the Germans, again 
proved the decisiveness and capability to act of the 
whole community of European states, Genscher stressed 
in a Statement published in Bonn today. The urgent 
appeas! to abide by the cease-fire and to reject all forms of 
violence 1s particularly welcomed. 

Genscher calied 1 important progress that the demands 
to raise the number of observers to 500 and to extend 
their mandate to Croatia was accepted by all 35 CSCE 
members, that 1s, by Yugoslavia too. The call to start 
negotiations on Yugoslavia’s future by 15 August 1991 at 
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the latest has the same significance. All those involved in 
Yugoslavia are now called on to courageously take the 
opportunity for negotiations and peace. 

Talks Must Start as Planned 
1.D1008123191 Berlin ADN in German 1140 GMT 

10 Aug 91 

Texi] Cologne (ADN)}—Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich 
Genscher has urged that the peaceful negotiations on the 
future of the Yugoslav peoples which are due to start by 15 
August—as agreed by the 35 CSCE states in Prague—must 
begin as planned. He believes that the importance attached 
to this demand by the CSCE states 1s correctly realized in 
Yugoslavia too, he said on Deutschlandfunk today. 

The efforts of all those involved in Yugoslavia to obey 
the cease-fire suggests that the parties “know very well 
the position of the Western community of states and 
respect i.” the minister stressed. Genscher said it 1s 
imperative that no one should try to change the internal 
or external borders by force. This, like the recognition of 
minority rights, was identified by the EC as an important 
basis for the future of Yugoslavia. 

On the problem of the mass exodus from Albania, 
Genscher stressed that effective help from the European 
peoples, above all from the EC, in Albania itself has 
decisive importance. With the help of these states. eco- 
nomic and political conditions must be created in 
Albania that wili again give the people good prospects for 
a future in the country. Genscher recalled that he was the 
first Western foreign minister to visit Albania and that, 
as chairman of the CSCE foreign minister's conterence 
in Berlin, he had made efforts for Albania’s admission 
into the CSCE. 

Short-Term Credits Offered to Slovenia, Croatia 

LDOVOSISOS91 Berlin ADN in German 1333 GMT 

Y dug Y/ 

[Text] Bonn (ADN)}—The Federal Government today 
decided to reintroduce Hermes guarantees for short-term 
credits for Slovenia and Croatia. Finance Minister Theo 
Waige! said in Bonn today that the Federal Government 
is thus placing itself on the side of those in Yugoslavia 
who want development without the use of force. Yes- 
terday he discussed with Chancellor Helmut Kohl how 
Slovenia and Croatia could be helped quickly and in an 
unbureaucratic way in a difficult situation that had been 
caused by others. He also said that the question of 
further support for the two republics will be cxaamined. 

Genscher Meets Iranian Envoy on Hostages’ Release 

LD1108100891 Hambure DPA in German 0914 GMT 

1] Aue ¥l 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—Forciga Minister Hans-Dietrich 
Genscher now sees a chance of all hostages in Lebanon 
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being released. As a spokesman for the Foreign Ministry 
reported today, this 1s the result of talks Genscher held a 
few days ago at his holiday home in Berchtesgaden with 
iranian Ambassador Seyyed Hoseyn Musavian. This 
mecting mainly dealt with the two German hostages 
During the meeting. the ambassador announced the 
release of a British and an American hostage. Genscher 
bricfed his American counterpart, James Baker. and the 
British Foreign Office on this. 

*hidnapped’ Citizens Return From Turkey 

LD1008 144991 Berlin ADN in German 1417 GMI 
10 Aue Yl 

[Excerpt] Stuttgan’ (ADN}—The Challenger aircraft of 
the Federal Aur Force that brought back the 15 German 
tourists after they had been kidnapped in Turkey landed 
safely in Stuttgart at 1610 today. [passage omiticd] 

Genscher Condemns Turkish Operations in Iraq 

LDO99IS8 162291 Berlin ADN in German 1545 GMI 

¥ due ¥/ 

{Text} Bonn (ADN}—Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich 
Genscher has condemned the continuing military opera- 
tions by Turkish troops against the civilian population in 
the Kurdish region. These operations are a violation of 
international law, humanity, and, especially, the principles 
of the Helsinki Final Act, he said in a statement today. The 

fighting must stop immediately. The behavior of the 
government in Ankara 1s also a violation of the common 
values tor the defense of which countnes had joined 
together in NATO. This behavior also affects Turkey's 
relations with the EC members, Genscher emphasized 

(in Genscher’s instructions, the Turkish charge dat- 
faires was summoned to the Foreign Ministry today to 
receive the relevant protest 

Turkey Accuses Bonn of Cooperation With Kurds 

10: //08183091 Mainz ZDb Television Network 

in German 1700 GMT 11 Aug 91 

{Text} There are ill feelings between the FRG and Turkey 
at the diplomatic level. The reason is Bonn’s criticism of 
the Turkish military operations against Kurds. The 
German ambassador to Ankara was called to the Turkish 
Foreign Ministry yesterday evening. According to press 
reports, he was confronted with the accusation that Bonn 
and the underground movement the Workers Party of 
Kurdistan, PKK, had cooperated to achieve the release of 
the kidnapped German tourists. This was denied by a 
spokesman of the Foreign Ministry in Bonn. 

Accustion Met With ‘Restraint’ 

LD1 208083891 Hambure DPA in German OSOS GMT 
12 Aug ¥l 

{Excerpts} Bonn (DPA}— Diplomatic circles in Bonn on 
Monday reacted with coel restraint to the alleged annoy- 
ance of the Turkish Government. There could be no 
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question of any kind of disgruntied mood, 1 was said in 
Foreign Ministry circles. [passage omitted] 

in a letter to [Foreign Minister] Genscher, Turkey justi- 
fied 1s military action against the Kurds by claiming the 
right to self-defense, was learned in Bonn on Monday. 
Genscher’s criticism was echoed by Norbert Gansel, the 
foreign affairs spokesman of the Socia! Democratic Party 
Bundestag group. Violations of international law and 
human rights were clearly at sssue, Gansel said in an 
interview with Deutschlandfunk on Monday. Ankara 
was itself blocking the path to joing the EC. Conse- 
quences regarding NATO armament help for Turkey 
might also be conceivable 

Arson Attack on Turkish Consulate in Karlsruhe 

LD1008100291 Berlin ADN in German 0931 GMT 

10 Aue Yl 

{Excerpt} Karlsruhe (ADN}—There was an arson attack 
on the Turkish Consulate General in Karlsruhe late last 
night 

Higher (riminal Investigation Depariment Commis- 
sioner Lecse of the Karlsruhe police headquarters told 
ADN that three young men. suspected of being of 
Kurdish origin, first threw stones and then a Molotov 
cocktail against the building shortly before 2200. One of 
the perpetrators. a 29-year-old Turkish citizen of Kur- 
dish nationality. was arrested by those guarding the 
consulate 

A working group from the Special Branch Department, 
which has been set up at police headquarters in Karl- 
sruhe in the meantime. suspects that the attack 1s con- 

nected with military actions by Turkish forces against 
the Kurdish population in eastern Anatoha. The 
inquiries are Continuing. [passage omitted] 

Bank Arson Suspects Linked to Kurdish Rebels 

LDOYOS192391 Hambure DPA ion German 1252 GMT 
OY Aue ¥/ 

[Text] Bielefeld (DPA}—What 1s seen as probably a 
politically motivated arson attack on the Bielefeld 
branch of a Turkish bank last night caused damage 
amounting to 20.000 German marks. The two perpetra- 
tors. Turkish nationals age 17 and 19, were soon 
arrested. Taxi drivers saw them throw two Molotov 
cocktails through the windows of the bank in the city 
center. According to police, political papers and leaflets 
found in the getaway vehicle endicate connections with a 
Kurdish resistance movement 

hurds Occupy Lurkish Banks in Stuttgart 

1D10081127¢1 Hambure DPA in German 1010 GMI 
10 Aue ¥l 

{Text} Stutigart (DPA}—A Kurdish opposition group 
this morning protested the Turkish military action in 
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their home country by occupying three Turkish bank 
branches in Stuttgart city center. According to the police. 
between 100 and 120 Kurds occupied the counter rooms 
of the Turkish banks, which, unlike German banks. are 
open on Saturdays. Later the police forced the occupiers 
out of the rooms and detained them in order to take their 
personal details. 

According to this information, there was a physical clash 
with police officers in one case, but no one was hurt. A 
spokesman for the Kurds said in a telephone call to DPA 
that the action was to protest the “mass murder of the 
Kurdish people by the Turkish Government.” 

Share in Iraqi Poison Gas Production Investigated 

40 1208075091 Berlin BERLINER ZEITUNG 

in German 7 Aug 91 p 4 

{[DDP report: “German Subcontractor Products for 
Iraq's Chemical Weapons} 

[Text] Hamburg—The involvement of German compa- 
nies in Iraq's porsen gas production can now be further 
cleared up, according to a report by Northern German 
Radio (NDR). The first UN inspection team to investi- 
gate Iraq's stocks of chemical weapons has drawn up a 
comprehensive list of subcontractor comparies for lrag’s 
poison gas production, NDR reported yesterday. The list 
reportedly comprises companies from 13 states, with 
Crerman companies being listed at the top. 

Government Bans Arms Sales to Poland, Hungary 

LD1008 164191 Budapest Kossuth Radio Network 
in Hungarian 1300 GMT 10 Aue 9! 

| Text) The German Government will not sell any arms to 
Hungary or Poland from the remaining stock of the 
one-time East German Army. The temporary decision 15 
justified in light of weapons, which were sold before 
October last year to several Eastern European countries. 
that have been discovered with Serb fighters. 

Incidentally, the BERLINER MORGEN POST reports 
that both Budapest and Warsaw would have willingly 
hought cheap tanks. 

Berlin, Warsaw Sign Friendship Agreement 

LD1208125891 Hambure DPA in German 1108 GMI 
12 Aug 9l 

[Excerpt] Bern (DPA)}—The capitals of Germany and 
Poland, Berlin and Warsaw, today concluded a friendship 
treaty. The “agreement on friendship and cooperation” 
was signed by Berlin's Mayor Eberhard Diepgen (Christian 
Democratic Union) and the city president of Warsaw, 
Stanislaw Wyganowski, at the Schoneberg town hall. It is 
the first partnership agreement between the united Berlin 
and a city in Central or Eastern Europe. The agreement 
comprises a comprehensive exchange of information and 
experience in the areas of economy, technology, town 
planning. public transport, consiruction and housing 
indusiry, utilities and waste disposal, the environment. 
and cultural heritage. [passage omitted] 
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koh! Comments on Asylum Issue, Economic Matters 

LD1108094791 Hamburg DPA in German 091! GMT 
11 Aue Yl 

{Text} Bonn (DPA}—Chancellor Helmut Kohl has reaf- 
firmed his view that an amendment to the Constitution 
iS Necessary to solve the problem of asylum. He intends 
to discuss this with the democratic parties in September, 
the chancellor said in an interview with the ZDF Tele- 
vision program “Bonn Direkt” broadcast today. 

Kohl stressed that he considers the problem of asylum 
the most important issue of domestic policy alongside 
the ussue of currency stability, however, there should be 
no doubt “that we consider the night of asylum sacred 
after the experiences of German, recent German, his- 
tory.’ Whoever 1s persecuted for reasons of race, poli- 
tics. Or religion must be able to find refuge here. “This 
must not be open to debate.” 

()n the other hand the Federal Republic 1s not a country 

for immigration. Kohl said two solutions must be 
approached at the same time, the national one and one 
within the EC. The probems will not be dealt with if a 
common law 1s not reached within the EEC. In the final 
analysis it will not work by means of an amendment to 
the Constitution 

Kohl said on the situation in the new laender that he will 
not retract anything of his hypothesis that the eastern 
laender will present flourishing scenes within three, four 
or five years. The old Federal Republic with its economic 
strength and stable basic set-up will achieve this, how- 
ever, the prerequisite us that indebtedness does not 
continue to increase. The Federal Government will res- 
olutely stick to this and reduce the deficit year by year 
until 1995 

In this context, Kohl openly criticized Economics Min- 
ister Juergen Moellemann (Free Democratic Party), who 
has made his remaining in office dependent on the 
reduction of subsidies. “Herr Moellemann’s statement 
was completely unnecessary, and was needed about as 
much as a hole in the head,” Kohl censured. “It helped to 
raise his profile although i 1s no contribution to the 
matter in hand.” The coalition has reached clear agree- 
ments on reducing subsidies and will stick to these 
agreements 

Kohl confirmed that he intends to take on the office of 
chancellor in the next legislative period. It is a great 
pleasure “to be able, perhaps, to make a contribution 
with my small means” to linking German unification 
and the European Union with one another at the end of 
this century 

Kohl Comments on Anniversary of Berlin Wall 

LDI2081085191 Hambure DPA in German 0943 GMT 

12 Aug 9! 

{Excerpt} Bonn (DPA}—On the occasion of the With 
anniversary of the building of the wall in the then GDR 
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on 13 August 1961. the Federal Government and the 
union parties, Christian Democratic Union/Chrstian 
Social Union [(CDU/CSU}. on Monday to keep 
the memory of this symbol of inhumanity alive and to 
never fi the over 200 victums of the order to shoot. 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl said that the day urged ail the 
Germans “to preserve and defend freedom, human 
rights and democracy, to ensure that terror, the wall, and 
barbed wire are forever a thing of the past.” 

Kohl recalled the over 200 Germans who iost their lives 
in the attempt to reach Germany from [East] Germany: 
“We owe it to the victims that those responsible for their 
deaths are called to justice.” The chancellor emphati- 
cally prassed the fact that the people in the former GDR 
in the auturan of 1989 had “with *he strength of their 
love of freedom burst the chains of the terror regime and 
overcome the wall in a peaceful manner.” 

CDU General Secretary Volker Ruche called for repara- 
tions for the relatives of the victims of the wall. He said 
it 18 a Scandal that there was still no rehabilitation for 
these cases and no compensation for the relatives. [pas- 
sage omitted] 

SPD's Engholm on Aid Measures for East 

101208112091 Berlin NELES DEL TSCHLAND 
in German 10-11 Aug Yl pl 

{Article by SPD Chairman Bjoern Engholm: “There 
Must Finally Be an End to the False Promises” | 

[Text] Over the past few weeks I have made a number of 
informational trips to the new laender to acquaint myself 
with the development on site 

In the course of these trips | visited the old industrial 
sites and talked to company managers. trade unionists, 
and working people, looked al restoration projects in the 
old city centers, dealt with the problems of minorities, 
and talked to artists and scientists. Despite some encour- 
aging signs of an upswing in trade, business, and in 
construction, my essential impression is that there 1s an 
alarming decline of old industry. There is not a single 
region where restructuring 1s not necessary. My sum- 
mary: Only an active industrial policy can strengthen the 

upward trends in the eastern laender' There 1s no alter- 
native to preserving the central arcas, which can be 
improved. 

Whoever first gives up such industrial locations and then 
hopes for the founding of completely new companies ts 
wrong. If the doors of the companies are closed, there 
will hardly be any new investors. Perhaps some busi- 
nessmen fill up the gaps, however, trade. small business. 
and a network of services alone do not feed 16 million 
citizens in eastern Germany! Completely giving up the 
old, traditional industrial sites makes purchasing power 
decline, research and development lose their field of 
work, the people are deprived of their professional 
prospects 
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The plans of the FRG Government to integrate the new 
laender in the economy of the old lacnder threaten to 
fail. The Bonn coalition 1s on the point of once again 
making a thoroughly wrong assessment and causing 
irreparable damage with its laissez-faire in industrial 
policy. | often hear from the coalition camp the slogan 
“The mood in the new laender 1s worse than the situa- 
tion.” | come to another conclusion: Taking the situation 
into consideration, the mood among the people 1s rela- 
tively good. The confidence with which many tackle the 
restructuring process 1s remarkable. It is a resource that 
we must not lose. 

There must finally be an end to the false promises made 
by the chancellor and his government concerning a 
quick, casy upswing. More than five years will pass 
before the infrastructure 1s built up. the environmental 
damage 1s healed. and the indusirial regions are 
improved. | am glad that my party did not give any false 
election promises to the citizens before 2 December 
1990. Today the people confirm this. and this 1s reflected 
in the turnabout of the mood in favor of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany [SPD]. Today the citizens 
say: “Al least you told us the truth'” 

However, we need a strategy making i! possible for the 
new laender to quickly effect the upswing with their own 
Strength. If eastern Germany remains dependent tor 
years on subsidies of 100 billion German marks [DM] 
for consumer goods and public investment subsidies of 
more than DMSO billion because tts own economic 
sirength—and also industrial sirength—does not 
develop quickly, this will overtax our joint cconomn 
capacity in the long run. For this purpose. the Trust 
Agency, above all, has to change its policy. It 1s pursuing 
a sales policy that 1s oriented toward shori-term success 
bul not a policy of improvement. Employment societies 
are certainly not an ideal means to reduce unemploy- 
ment, but they will be urgently necessary for about three 
or four years. The Trust Agency has to participate in 
them more strongly than it has offered so far 

The SPD demands a legal regulation of the Trust 
Agency's assignment to improve companies. The finance 
minister is Overtaxed with the industrial policy task. The 
economics minister must be responsible, because he 1s 
also responsible for sectoral and regional structural 

policy. 

In addition, it 18 necessary: 

—to increase personnel aid, particularly for the construc- 
ton and planning sector. For one year the SPD has 
been calling for 100,000 western German experts who 
should work in eastern Germany for an extended 
period. So far, only one-third of this minimum 
number has been reached. 

—to agree on delivery commitment [Licterbindung] for 
subsidized castern exports from the new lacnder Such 
agreements are vitally important, in particular tor 
shipbuilding, railroad car building. and the textile and 
clothes industries. 
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—to draw up emergency programs for the regions of 
worst crises and structural and promotion programs 
for the creation of industrial focal points: 

—1o Slam propaganda campaigns and to accept products 
from eastern Germany into the range of offers of all 
large German depariment stores an chain stores. 

—10 preserve research and development facilities. 

—to efficiently check on contracts so ul 1s ensured that 
promises concerning the number of jobs that have to 
be secured and the intended investments are fulfilled. 

—to grant a minimum share of overall public orders to 
eastern German companies until further notice. and 
finally 

—to extend the regulations on short-hour work beyond 
31 December 1991 and the regulations on shift-work 
for women to alleviate social hardships 

li must not happen that entire regions thal are one- 
sidedly characterized by one specific branch of industry 
collapse completely. Companies in these regions must be 

preserved in their substance and their core even if no 
private owner 1s in sight. The SPD’s stubborn demand 
for improvement instead of abolition 1s not some smooth 
slogan. It arises from the serious concern about the 
future of the people in eastern Germany and the stability 
of German economy. It 1s high time that the Bonn 
government coalition pul i into practice 

Bundeswehr Decides Not To Sell Ex-NVA Weapons 
40 1208083291 Berlin BERLINER ZEITUNG 
in German ¥ Aue Yi p4 

[Dietmar Seher report “NVA Weapons Will Not Be 
Sold” } 

{Text} Bonn—tU nul further notice the Bundeswehr will 
not sell or pass on to other States any planes, tanks. or 

other weapons from the stocks of the former National 
People’s Army (NVA) 

According to information obtained by BERLINER ZElI- 
TUNG. the responsible ministers have agreed on this in 
the FRG Cabinet. Thus, desires to purchase such 
weapons by. above all, Hungary and Poland, will not be 
fulfilled for the time being. 

Budapest and Warsaw were primarily interested in tanks 
and armored personnel carners. Before reconsidering 
the issue. Bonn wants to wait to see how the disarma- 
ment decisions of the Vienna agreement can be imple- 
mented. This may take years. Government circles 
assume that the majority of the NVA weapons will be 
scrapped 

This was also demanded yesterday by Norbert Gansel. 
deputy chairman of the Bundestag group of the Social 
Democratic Party of Germany. In his view, selling the 
weapons to reform states would constitute a considerable 
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risk. According to unconfirmed reports. NV A handguns, 
which were sold to Hungary before 3 October 1990, have 
turned up among the Serbs in the Yugoslav crisis. Gansel 
said: “I can only warn the government not to peddle the 
NVA weapons.” 

Despite this discussion. Bulgaria has. meanwhile, 
received NVA materiel. however. these are “humanitar- 
ian relief goods.” which were brought to Sofia during the 
last week of July: 200 “Ural” trucks, five workshop 
vehicles, five tankers. medical supplies, and 400 tonnes 
of NVA uniforms. The recipient in Bulgaria was not the 
defense minister bul the health minister. 

MTU Engineer Charged With "Grave’ Espionage 

L.D1208104691 Hambure DPA in German 0915 GMT 

1? Aug ¥l 

[Text] Karlsruhe (DPA}—Charges have been brought 
against a 52-year-old engineer working for Maschinen 
und Turbinenunion (MTU) in Friedrichshafen/Lake 
Constance for a particularly grave instance of espionage. 
The federal prosecutor's office announced on Monday 
that. since 1972. the accused 1s said to have betrayed 
military hardware information—including documents 
relating to high-performance diesel engines for a desen 
tank—to the former GDR Ministry of State Security 
(MfS). 

The engineer 1s said not to have been on a regular [MfS} 
payroll, but received a premium of between 500 and 
2,000 marks each time he handed over material. The 
engineer was temporarily detained on 9 October 1990, 
bul at present is at large. The charges were brought 
before the Stuttgart Higher Regional Court. 

‘Horrible’ Discovery in Dresded: Stasi Mass Grave 

40 1108163291 Hambure BILD in German 10 Aug 91 
pp isa 

[Carlo Schlender report: “Stasi Mass Grave Discovered, 
62 Beheaded” | 

[Excerpt] A horrible discovery has been made at the 
Tolkewitz urn cemetary in Dresden. A mass grave with 
610 plastic urns was found there. After the examination 
of the registration numbers it 1s certain: In 62 of the urns 
there are the mortal remains of political prisoners of the 
former GDR—they were beheaded by the State Security 
Service [Stasi] in Dresden. [passage omitted] 

Former Stasi Chief Mielke Back in Prison 

1.D1208133791 Hambure DPA in German 1201 GMT 

12 Aug ¥/ 

[Excerpt] Berlin (DPA)}—Former Stasi Chief Enrich 
Mielke has been discharged from the psychiatric section 
of a Berlin hospital and transferred back to Ploctzensee 
prison. This was announced by justice authority spokes- 
woman Jutta Burghart on Monday in reply to an inquiry. 
The mental state of the 83-year-old had been assessed in 
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the hospital. The spokeswoman gave no details about the 
diagnosis. Since his transfer, Miclke’s behavior had been 
“mnconspicuous.” His state of health was apparently 
stable. 

With the exception of a five-month break im 1990. 
Mielke has been in custody since 7 December 1989 
[passage omitted] 

Cost-of-Living Index in New Laender Noted 
AU 1208082891 Berlin NEUES DEUTSCHLAND 
in German 8 Aug Yl pl 

[ADN report: “Since the Monetary Union in Eastern 
Germany: 16.4 Percent Higher Cost of Living” | 

[Text] Bonn—From July 1990 to June 1991 cost of living 
im castern Germany rose by 16.4 percent. the FRG 
Government announced yesterday upon an inquiry by 
the Party of Democratic Socialism, however, the index 
does not yet reflect the current consumer habits 

Pensions rose more strongly than prices. and the same 
goes for the working people's incomes. Unemployment 
benefits were also increased. Benefits for long-term 
unemployed people were raised by 17.2 percent as of | 
January and by 21.6 percent as of | July 1991 

In mid-July the Federal Statistical Office registered an 
imcrease in the cost of living in western Germany by 6.8 
percent compared with mid-July 1990. 

* Varied Patiern of Base Closing Impacts 

* Wilhelmshaven Faces Barriers 

YIGEU3824 Duesseldorf WIRTSCHAFT UOCHE 
in German No 30, 19 Jul 91 p 34 

{Uma article: “Wilhelmshaven: Frisians in Crisis” 

[Text] Germany's only southern beach on the North Sea. 
Germany's only deep-sea pori—the city fathers boost 
Wilhelmshaven as best they can. But ut 1s a Sisyphean 
task: when a new investor arrives, another enterprise is 
usually shutting down. 

The settlement experts were able to attract 1.100 jobs in 
the last five years through the means of regional promo- 
tion. About 900 jobs were lost at the same time. UL nem- 
ployment in the port city was 13.4 percent in June— 
more than twice the average for the FRG: (6 percent). But 
now things are threatening to get very bad for the Frisian 
city of 95,000. 

The managers of Daimler-Benz AG im Stuttgart are 
toying with the idea of closing the AEG Olympia Office 
GmbH. a catastrophe for Wilheimshaven. which would 
lose its largest industrial employer’ Worse still, the 
Bundeswehr and navy, who account for almost 40 per- 
cent of the employment at the naval base established | 20 
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years ago, likewise intend drastic personne! cuts. The 
army wants to cul about 2.200 military and 400 civilian 
yobs. 

The results are far-reaching. OF 4.000 handicrafi jobs 
that depend on military orders. an estimated 620 will be 
lost by the year 2005. Also to be capected rs an annual 
loss of purchasing power of 365 millon German marks. 
with further consequences. The unemployment ratc 
threatens to rise from 20 to WO) percent. 

The conclusion of the brochure “Future of Wilhelm- 
shaven” issued by municipal and business organizations 
“At least 5,000 jobs must be developed im the neat 10 
years to compensate for the decline in employment and 
the imbalance in the gross creation of valuc.~ 

That cannot be done with the means of imvesiment 
promotion—subsidics of up to 18 percent. Anyone 

intent on more aid can ect ut in the new lacnder. It 1s not 
without reason that the Lower Saxony chambers of 
industry and commerce pul Wilheimshaven at the top of 
a lust of places that had to be protected from Bundeswehr 
cuts. This. however, did not faze the military people in 
Bonn. 

The luminaries of the north are now mobilizing. In an 
open letier, they appealed to Federal Detense Minister 

Gerhard Stolienberg “to reconsider” his plans. They 
have yet to receive an answer 

Led by Lower Saxony’s Minister President Crerhard 

Schroeder, they demonstrated in Stutigari to get Daim- 
ler-Benz chict Edzard Reuter to change his mind. So far, 
however, the social democrat has remaimed hard. The 
office equipment area of AEG Olympia “cannot by any 
means be pursued as it has until now ~ 

At the beginning of the week, Wilheimshaven recom- 
mended itself to Volkswagen AG as the site for the 
production of the so-called Swatch car. A vague hope 
lingers thal in a year at the carlest, according to a 
Volkswagen spokesman, the concern will decide 
“whether such an automobile should be built at all.” 

Labor Market: The Military Dominates 

Employment satus m Wiihcimshaven on ivi ] ‘MH 

( them. soldiers and civihan employees with the is.100 
army and navy 

AEG Olympia Office Gmblt | low 

City administration i ow 

Krupp Industrictes nik (Combi 10 

1 Wilhelawhaven Gimblt A Co i sw 

* Frankfurt Raises High Hopes 
YIGEO3SIB Duesseldort WIRTSCHAFT SUOCHE 
in German No 30, 19 Jul 91 pp 32-43 

[Christoph Garding article: “Frankfurt: Fight for Real 
Estate” 
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| Test) Locations mm structurally weak regions are very 
concerned about the withdrawal of US. troops In 
Frankfurt. on the other hand, they can hardly want for 
this to happen. The metropolis on the Main 1s capecting 
a sizeable gain of land from this. Afier all, Frankfurt’s 
main problem 1s not the lack of jobs but of real estate 

To be sure. Linch Uebele, chief of the Central Office of 
the City of Frankfurt. does not by any means want to 
create “an Amercan-go-home mood.” i also now 
appears to hw clear that the Amencans will not abandon 
especially umicrrsting facilities such as the former 1G- 
Farben high-rise building Some local politicians in 
Frankfurt had thought that the imposing building near 
the Federal Bank would be suitable for the European 
Central Bank. for whose headquarters Frankfurt is 
striving. But the army wants to move its German head- 
quart srs from Heidelberg to the Farben building, which 
will also remain the headquarters of the U.S. Army's V 
Corps that will shrink to only half is present size 

Bul other interesting real estate will become available At 
the present tome, after all, the U.S. Military occupies 
about 40 sites in Frankfurt with a total area of 59 
million square meters or 2.4 percent of the city territory 
About half of that 1s for the Rhine/Main military airport 
Bul the rest 1s enough to inspire the imagination of 
brokers. city planners and politicians. 

Which parcel of land will be returned at what time 1s a 
matter for negotitions between the federal admunisira- 
tion of property and the US. authorities. The trustees 
offer newly available land first to the federal govern- 
ment, then to the respective land, and only then to the 
municipalities. In the case of Frankfurt, however, ut has 
been clarified. says Uebele, that at least the Bundeswehr 
and the Land Hesse will not present any claims 

Meanwhile. the Americans have stated what they will 
relinquish in an initial phase of withdrawal. And the city 
council also already knows how ut wants to use the 
property. It 1s certain that the army will abandon three 
large barracks grounds with a total of 334,000 square 
meters the Drake and the Edwards barracks in the north 
of the city and the Michaels aarracks in the Hoechst 
quarter of the city. Subsidized housing 1s to be built 
there In this case. the federal administration of property 
currently must grant the city a 1S-percent discount on 
the market value of the pieces of property. Federal 
Finance Minister Theo Waigel wants to increase this rate 
to SO percent. Lost receipts in thes connection, according 
to Waigel, would “have to be put up with but also kept 
within limits.” To be sure, if a legislative initiative of the 
Bundesrat [Upper House of Federal Parliament] 1s suc- 
cessful, this discount may even increase to 80 percent 

The southern part of the Drake Barracks could be used as 
a commercial district. The immediate vicinity to the 
autobahn 1s optimum for this, since it 1s unfavorable for 
the construction of housing. In this use, however, the city 
cannot cxapect any reductions from the market value 
According to the Federal Finance Ministry. this would 
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be 2 “subsidy in violation of EC law.” Here assistance 

can be expected only in the scope of the regional support 

organized by the federal government and the lacndcr 

Although the American authoritics want to keep thei 
extensive residential areas. «to os capected thal about 

4.000 dwellings will become avaslable in Frankfurt in the 
coming years. about half of the 15.000 army soldiers rent 

outside the housing arcas. To the extent that they do not 
return to the United States. they are supposed to move to 
accommodations in army houses as they become av ail- 

abic 

In addition. the entire hehocopter landing side with 
approummately 190.000 square meters at Frankturt- 
Bonames 1s to be turned over to the green belt. It 1s still 
unclear whether the flight operations have led to enss- 
ronmental damage The Americans would have to 
redress this damage betore they leave 

Whereas the LS. Army os stell sayeng that the first 
withdrawal phase will run from 1992 through 1998. in 
Rome they consider a more raprd withdrawal by carly 
1993 to be possible Many soldiers who were moved 
from Hesse to the Middle East during the Gulf war will 
be brought directly back to the United States 

Agency head lecbele 1s already fighting for more real 
estate that he would like to use for commercial business. 
housing construction. and green arcas 

In addition, the city council wants to encourage the army 
to concentrate the rest of 11s activities ON Certain pieces 

of property—tor cxaample. combine two hospitals in 
Wiesbaden. Potential land gain for Frankfurt is just 

under 200.000 square meters 

The city council also wants to offer the army alternative 
quarters for the American PX shopping center covering 
seven hectares directly on Frankfurt’s Alleenring The 
army appears to have no objection. Bul the people in 
Frankfurt as well as the other German communities 
involved cannot expect gifts. A military spokesman “li 
the city builds us a new shopping center, it can have the 

property — 

* Environmental Damage 
VIGEOIAN Due seldort WIRTSCHAFTSUOCHE 
im German 19 Jul 91 p a8 

[Uma article “Environmental Damage Billions for 
Ruins} 

[Teat] The Pentagon wanted to keep the study on the 
environmental damage from the foreign US. military 
facilities secret’ They “could endanger our relations with 
these countries.” There 1s no information im this country 
on the contamination of the military sites. The supposed 
costs: at least 10 billion 



gasoline, and oil. Al a single site of the US. Aw 
weibruccken Airport, 450 individual arcas are 
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leaving behind 1s set off against the cleanup costs. Bonn 
must pay thes sum—for ruins..and ut will scarcely be 
cnough 
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Mitterrand Urged To Postpone Visit to Iran 

40 0908123791 Paris AFP in Enelish 
1208 GMT ¥ Aug ¥! 

[Repon by Bon: de Torhout) 

[Excerpts] Paris. Aug 9 (AFP}—An autops, on former 
Iraman Prime Minister Shapur Bakhuar indwated 
Friday [9 August] that he was probably killed late on 
Tuesday [6 August] shortly after he received three Ira- 
nian visitors, one of them a long-time acquaintance 

[passage omitted] 

No group has claimed the murder which was con- 
demned by French President Francow Mitterrand and 
has sparked fears here of a resurgence of the bombings 
and kidnappings that marked the carly years of Mutter- 
rand’s decade in power in 1985 and | 986 

But Iraman cxuiled opposition groups in Paris had no 
doubts that the killing was ordered by Tehran Two 
Iranian organisations here on Friday urged Mitterrand 
10 postpone a planned trip to Tehran in Cictober. “while 
waiting for the first results of the investigation”. the 
League for the Defence of Human Rights in Iran sand on 
a statement. The People’s Mujahedeen of Iran sand that 
going ahead with the visit “would only encourage the 
violation of human nghts. repression and the suppres- 
sion of freedoms in Iran.” 

As of Friday. however. the principle of the Mitterrand 
visit was not being officially questioned “The mmvestiga- 
tion 1s following its course. and until os Over. the 
Question 1s premature.” concerning a posiponement a 
presidential spokesman said 

The visit would seal a reconciliation between the two 
countries. Relations, which deteriorated over the carer 
bombings in 1985 and 1986 blamed by Paris on Tehran 
have gradually improved of late France and Iran are 
notably on the point of an agreement resoly ing a dispute 
over a one-billion dollar loan made by the Shah to 
France in 1974. [passage omitted] 

Iran Rejects Bakhtiar Murder Involvement 

AL 0908133091 Paris AFP in Enelish 
1300 GMT ¥ Aue ¥! 

[Text] Paris, Aug 9 (AFP}—The Iranian Embassy in 
Paris on Friday [9 August] “vigorously refuted” any 
charges of Iraman Government involvement in Babh- 
tuar’s murder. a siatement trom the embassy said 

Embassy officials “believe that this assassination may 
have been ordered by groups hostile to the improvement 
and development of relations between Iran and France| 
the statement added 

it also said that the “hypothesis” that the murder was a 
result of “struggles and an internal settling of accounts 
among different Iranian opposition groups should not 
be ruled out 
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The embassy had refused Thursday [8 August] to com- 
ment on Bakhtiar’s assassination 

Car of Suspected Bakhtiar killers found 

L D908 I21991 Pare France-later Radw Netaor 
im French 2030 GMI Y Aue 9! 

{Excerpt] The mquiry on the assassination of Shahpur 
Rakhuar is progressing The officers in charge of the 
investigation have found the car of Sakhhdum Ahmad 
who 1 one of the three Iranians the polue “want to 
question because they are suspected of committing the 

crume last Tuesday [6 August] evening Mr Ahmad: was 
Shahpur Bakhtar’s tenant farmer Concerning the 
details of the murder 11 1s now known thal the murderers 
used knives found on the spot since they had been 

searched before entering The police are thus looking for 
these three Iranians [passage omiticd) 

Spotted in French Alps 

10 2208711291 Pars ABP im Eneloh 1026071 
1? due 9l 

[Text] Pars. Aug !2 (AFP>}—Two of three Iranians 
wanted in connection with the murder of former Iranian 

premicr Shahpur Bakhtiar were spotted the day after the 
killing on the French Alps. the Interror Monistry sand here 
Monday {12 August] 

Bakhtiar and an aide were knifed to death mm Bakhtiar ’s 
home im the Pars suburb of Suresnes last Tuesday [6 
August} 

A tau: driver m Annecy in the French Alps sand that the 
tollowing day he drove Al Valid: Rad and Mohammad 
Azadi to the area around Sallanches From there they 
could have crossed into Serizeriand oF Haly 

The ministry published photographs of the three wanted 
men on Saturday [10 August] The two men spotted in 
the Alps were traveling on Turkish passports the mun 
istry sand 

Rad was born in Tehran mm 1959 and Azad: m the 
Iranian town of Golpayan in 1960) No signs have been 
reported of the third suspect. Fargoum Bover Ahmad: 

Special Plane Sent to Beirut for Levraud 
11 11081416091 Parss AFP im English 

1347 GMT 11 Aue 91 

[Text] Pars, Aug |! (APP)}—France on Sunday [!! 
August] sent a special plane to Bewrut to bring home 
Jerome Leyraud. the French hostage released career on 
the day authoritative sources sand here 

French Foreygn Minister Roland Dumas wnt an ane 
with the plane to accompany Leyraud on the fight hack 
to France Levraud’s family. im Nece. carher sand thes 
had spoken to him on the telephone and were aw arting 
confirmation of his arrival tome m the southern city 
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Leyraud was duc to arnve m Niue at around 8.0) pm 
(1800 GMT) and wmmediately jorn his family the 
sources in Parvs sand 

Leyraud, 26. worked for the French humanitarian body 

Medecins du Monde (Doctors of the World) mm Berrut 
He was kidnapped there bul reicased after beung held tor 
60) hours 

Secretary of State for Humanitarian Aid Bernard 
Kouchner was cipected to welcome Leyraud on his 
arrival in Nace 

Earher on Sunday Kouchner. speakirg on the privatc 
Radw Monte Carlo. thanked Syma and Lebanon tor thei 
help im securing Leyraud’s release Bul also cupressed 
fears that brakes would be applied tw dialoguc im the 
Maddie East and to the peace process there There might 
be more ~ acts.” Kouchner sand. referring 
to Leyraud’s kidnapping and the murder Tucsday [6 
August} on a Paris suburb of former Iranian premict 
Shapur Bakhtiar 

Medecins du Monde sand Leyraud’s release brought 1 
“rehet, satesfachion and yoy” It thanked the various 

authorities involved im ottamung hes release “tor the 
efficrency and speed with which that difficult situation 
was settled” and sand ut hoped “the process of frecing 
those hostages still held in Lebanon will be pursued in 
coming da 5” 

Medecins du Monde sand it would Continuc working in 
Lebanon where it has been active for 10 years 

Levraud Arrives in Nice 

LDIUSIASE91 Party France Inter Radw Netacor 

m tremh 1800GMT 1!) tue 9! 

[Test] Jerome Leyraud » back om France The Minite- 
ral Avr Transport Group plane which brought him hack 
landed jews than hall an hour ago in Nice The young 
Frenchman. who was freed by hes kednappers on Berrut at 
dawn was echcomed at Nice apport by Bernard Kouch 
ner secretary of state for humanitarian actron and of 
course, by hes parents and brother Jerome Levraud 
traveled on the company of the principal private secre. 

tary of Foreign Miniter Roland Demas and the vice. 
prevedent of Medecims du Monde [Doctors of the World) 
who both went to Lebanon to look for him 

Industry Minister lo Visit South Africa 
if wn) t009) Pars AP on bei 

OMT Y tue ¥! 

[Text] Pare. Aug 9 (APP )—Prance’s Industry Miniter 
Domingue Strauss-Kahn 1s to make an officeal vist to 
South Alraa neat month on the tit such trp m if 

years 

(Wher French monsters have been there on that period as 
part of multslateral contacts but the last officeal vise on 
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the Context of bilateral relations daics hack to an Apni 
1975 unp by Foreign Trade Minister Norbert Segard 

The Strauss-Kahn veset. set for September 19-23. had 
heen under consderation for a bong ume as far back as 
the tenure of hes predecessor Roger Faurous. moenisiry 
sources sand Bul ttc authorities here waited until the lat 
hasx aparthes laws were abolished thes vear before 
fixing the datc 

* Future Direction of Armed Forces Discussed 

* "Radical I ransformation 

VIESOO 1 Pans LIBERATION on Frent 

13 Jul Vip? 

[Commentary t Iean-Louns Dufour, author of Les 
trans Guerre |The Real Wars) published by La Man- 
utacture, 1991 “Who Will Remake the French Army] 

[Teat) The heavy tanks. reparnted to match the colors of 
the Saud) Aratan desert. may roll through Paris from 
the Arc to the ne people may cheer as the clite 

waits of the Daguct div rson dip ther colors to salute the 
head of state. the Republw may sauni is strength of 

arms. bul none of that alters the strategn realities. And 
im today s workd the number of div nsons 1s no longer the 
most important parameter The French Army on the Cull 
once again arrived equipped to fight the prev vous war Its 
generals were caught unprepared its supreme constitu. 
bonal commander having been unable of unwilling to 
reset hes 

The lack of preparedness was ot sous The Creneral Saf! 
and its chect were expecting an enemy from the East. a 
came trom the South. as a has ever wnce 1960) Obur 
artes were lyong mm wart for Sovect troops to launch an 
all-out offensive evstead. thes had to attack Math Iraqi 
positions France s hest armaments were dewgned for the 
( entral Europe theater to fight m Arata. we had to 
send tanks and airplanes that were older than their 

operators. rely on Amerncan artillery to support the 

Daguct divison and aswemble $000 volunteers one by 
one trom a hundred of more different units The Is 
Arm) —heasy useless. unusable—remained behind. 
arms at order to guard the castern marches of a theater 
the “Tartars” no longer threatened London meanwhile. 
had bitthe difficulty redeploy ing a comaderate part of its 

Arm of the Rhone to Arata to go up against Irag 
France's meptness could have been tragn fos mm any 

cave distressing 

“trond” weapons were om short suppl) The “nonwar” 
against brag demonstrated thes Tactical lessons. after all 
may be drawn from a battle even when one of the 
protagonists tars to fight) And on tact there was nothing 
bul eend-blown sand to ompede the allies: movements 

(hur weapons partcupated on the most gigantn hive-fire 
everonwe of ali tome The archotects of Daguct are not to 
be faulted tor having attacked a terram which Iraq's 45th 

Div ream chose not to detend 
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concept in deterrence, since they could be used. mm 
reeponse to an act of state terrorism. to strike the guilty 
party where he lives—in hes palaces. arms factores. and 
barracks. 

We have poor mobility Except for the 10 of so American 
C1W's finally ordered. our military transport aircraft 
were designed for the European theater, where they were 
of lutte use. It os clear that the Transall | 1's—even were 

equipped for in-flight refucling—are too hight. too 
small in number, and have too short a range to carry out 
the vanety of missions given them by the defense min- 
ister or suggested by the state secretary for humanianan 
action. 

But modern mobility requires more than the capacity to 
move a division or two from one theater to another 

5 

allocating resources for protection and antiaircraft 

armored divisions that were poorly 

and our troops are extremely vulnerable 

impose thal revolution from above No dow 
if he «& given cnough time. he well succeed Bul how 

tance. that « showld take 10) years to 

equipment which turn-of-the-century technology 

ht must choose, and « must undertake an mdepth 
reform—without a tigger budget’ France no longer has 
an enemy Russa, from all undicatvons, 6 no longer a 
potentially dangerous power. That rapidly demoacra- 
tizing Country 1s for France a natural and tradtvonal ally 
The risa ts chsewhere—in a dramatically unstable ( entra! 
Europe, and mm the unruly and stell overarmed Third 
World 

So. for the first ume mm our history. we face not so much 
a dctense problem as a national security problem Aside 
from is nuclear deterrent. all France needs 6 a polyva- 

the republic deems it useful and if resources are ay ail. 
able. it might create a national guard 

Any radical transformation of the muelttary machine «ll 
have to overcome a great deal of rewsiance (nly a 
cetermined government with real political will suff 
cent me, and a convincing majority will be able to 
carry out such an ambitious The French. very 
soon now, will be goung to the polls. It 1s to be hoped they 
will cast thew votes wisely 

* Strategic Deterrence 
VIE S097 2B Pars LE QUOTIDIEN DE PARIS 
in French 11 Jul 91 p 10 

ee by Phillippe Marcovn: “Amputated 
terrence”) 

[Text] The head of state convened the Defense ( ounci! 
yesterday at the Elysee In accordance with customary 
practice. No Satement of Communique was ivsucd at the 
conchuson of this meeting of the nation's highest defense 
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author) However, while we arc stell warteng to see what 
f rancosns Metterrand may have to say about 4 on 14 July. 
mt has already been bearned the councdd cxaamened the 
pemwibelety of restructuring France's deterremt force 

The (eulf war brought to hght serous madequacecs m 
out defense system deficencies m logical suppor, 
muxdcrn equipment. all-weather 

need to remem 4 power on 

lackong. however, are the wnews of war to 
frnam val means—om rather. to be absolutely Da 

polrtecal will to vote the funds necessary for defense 

for more than 15 years, the Armed Forces budget has 

pcrows SMagnation at a blatantly madequate funding level 

What romans. then, om hght of the lessons of the Gulf 
#ar. 1s to cconomuze anywhere we can. Thus the govern- 
ment s susceptibelity to the temptation to cut back the 
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nuctear budget wherever posssbic, since thal cats up ¥) 
percent of all dcicnse appropriations 

France's stratcgx deterrent—the presiraicgx and tac- 
tecal weapons do not seom yet to have given msc to 

— pene ns Alivion and a large portion 

the 

All the same. the Gulf war, the crimes on Yugoslavia and 
wmstability in the Sovict Umon amply demonstrate that 
any such harvest 1s still far om the future. 
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Status of Albanian Refugees, Government Action 

Andreotti: No More Refugees 
41 0908114191 Rome ANSA in English 1018 GMT 
¥ tue ¥/ 

[Text] (ANSA) Rome, August 8—Italy 15 om no condition 
to accept the thousands of Albanian refugees trying to 
enter the country and those who arrived thes week must 
be sent home, Pome Minister Guho Andreott: sad 
Thursday [8 Augus:) evening on Itahan television. 

In an interview with the evening news, Andreott: com- 
mented that i was not a musizke to take om the 24,000 
Albanians who arrived in Italy illegally on March because 
some of them found work, adding however that Italy “1s 
absolutcly mm no condition to take these othe s_. and the 
Albanian Government iisclf 1s not asking us to do so.” 

About 12.000 Albanians aboard several ships have 
arrived im Italy since Wednesday [7 August] morning 

‘Violent Protests’ Staged 

40 0908111891 Rome ANSA in English 1023 GMT 
Y Ine Vv! 

[Text] (ANSA) Rome, August 9— Violent protests 
erupted Thursday night at Bari soccer stadium where 
some 7000 would-be ummugrants who arrived here this 
week from Albania are being held pending repatriation, 
polwe sand 

Albamians began tearing up concrete paving stones, 
seats. and metal structures from advertising hoardings 
and throwing them over the edge of the highest point of 
the stadium where they rained down on polwe and 
military per-onnel guarding the stadium. 

Some 200 Albanians are thought to have escaped when 
the main gates were stormed and security forces fasled to 
round up all those who got out. Calm was restored in the 
early hours of the morning, after hghts had been turned 
off in the grounds and helicopters had flown bow over the 
stadium 

Repatriation operations for the approxmmately 10,000 
Albanians who have made their way across the Adriatic 
to ltahan shores since Wednesday were postponed 
Thursday, with two passenger ferries, the Tiziano and 
the Espresso Grecia, cach with a passenger capacity of 
slightly over 1000, held up in the ports of Barn and 
Brindis: respectively waiting for orders to sas! from local 
pohioe chiefs 

In a statement to the press 
Enrico Dalfino repeated his call 

the night, Bar's Mayor 
Army intervention to 

help deal with the Albanian influs, saying “ Army logistic 
structures would have allowed us to offer a minimum of 
comfort for the refugees, by supplying tents, sleeping 
bags. and properly-<distributed meals, despite the fact 
that they will only be on Maly a short time.” 
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Beigrade. | was talking about the Serts.~ 

Aid Promised, Help Sought 

40 100814079] Rome ANS4 im English 10190GMT 
10 Aug 9! 

{teat} (ANSA) Rome, August 9—The ltahan Grovern- 
ment on Friday [10 Aug] summoned the Albanian 
ambassador to Rome at the Foresgn Ministry and revter- 
ated its intention to send emergency aid to Albama. also 

asking Tirana’s full collaboration in helping to stop the 
flow of refugees trying to reach Itahan shores 

collaboration in making sure that all Albaman ports and 
airports be made avaslable to Htahan aircraft and ships on 
the process of repatriating the estimated 13.461 Alba. 
mans «bo landed in southern Italy since Wednesday 

EC Action Urged 

40 1008135091 Pares APP in Emelh 1182 GMT 
10 Aug 9! 

[Report by Bruno Bartoli] 

[Text] Rome, Aug 10 (AFP)—Italy on Saturday [10 
August] called for an urgent meeting of the 
Community (EC) to seek ways to stem the influs of 

_ as desperate Albanians who jumped imto the 
sea off Sicily were prevented from saimming ashore 

Intervor Minisicr Enzo Scott: sad that to prevent a new 
wave of refugees from reaching ts shores. the EC should 
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mcrease its and to Albom. ehach be sand currenth 1 
“cnugnficant™ and “absolutch mdiculous™ 

The government was not alone on wanting the EC to vice 
the refugee arrival as a European profiem The aces 
paper LA REPU BBLIC A devotcd a whole page to the 

cape”. the newspaper seed. and « cstenated that 

to o mulbon poopie could powr out of the Sovect 
Unon and Eastern Europe m the neat few years 

After acceptung 20.000 Albamanms who arrived five 
months ago. the Itahan ( overmment has reacted verftly 
to the latest wave of Hiegal emmigratvon requrswtroning 
several ferry boats at the height of the tours! season to 
repatnate 13.500) Albamam whe arrived Wednesday 
and Thursday About 110%) of the would-be refugees 
have already been sent hack according to official figures 
Miicsals on the port of Bar sand that 1.0%) others were 

eupected to leave Saturday by boat and plane Three 
more fernes were expected to arrive om Bar: on Sunday to 
comtunuc the scalift. deyprte the protests of thee owners 
and of travel agents 

Hundreds of Albanians pumped into the sea off the Coast 
of Saculy from an Albaman ship that was turned away hy 
Maha The ship. the Durres. tad carer been prevented 
from disembarting its cargo of refugees by the Sx chan 
authoritves before meetong the same tate a day later mm 
nearby Malta The Alhamans seam to (ape Pawero 

$ southeast tip. where most wcre arresicd by 
» personne! custom and polwe It was the 

— 

lelen are torn betwcen pity for the thowsands of 
Albamans who are searching for better lives and fear of 
an invawon by an army of poor people Newspapers 
carned moving photographs of crowds of frantn retu- 
cake phenyl: tee ot pleading not to be 

back to Albama Editernals accused the Alhaman 
—— — ——— 
ee er eee 

had in obtaining permisson to dock at Albanian 
ports. the newspapers sand Tirana was trying to gam 
advantage from a tragn situation 

In Rome. the Foregn Menwtry sand « had requested 
Albama’s cooperation m making Albanian ports and 
airports av arlatlic for recenveng the refugees 

But one of the Itahan fernes. the Tiepole wath | 000 

! 

threatened publn order and told hem to go to the tony 
port of Palermo near Viera But Palermo rs too wmall for 
the Tiepolo to dock. and Rome was forced to send two 
military shops. the San Marco and the Palmara. to 
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Palermo where they would usc thew amphubous Landing 

craft to drsembari the Albanians 

More than 200 peopic. including 20 Kahan poloemen. 
were ingured on Fioday when some of the 7 (**) Alba- 
mans packed mmto a sports tadem m Ban forced as 
doors open Several hundred were able to cw ape into the 
ows 

Thousands Repatriated 

it 1008142491 Rome ANS1 in beelok 1 OOM 
10 tue 91 

[Test] (ANSA) Ban. August 10—Tenwon remained high 
around Ban soccer tadium during the night. but there 
were no further clashes reported betecen the MAK add 
Alhamans barricaded imvide and securits forces outside 

Incodents Freday [9 Aug] evening. when a crowd of 
would-he whom authoritecs hope to repa- 
trate on the emmediate future stormed the main gates of 
the stadvum. left some ten people myured mmcluding a 
military caratimere poloeman who suffered a broken 
arm 

An a bredge betecen Bar and the Albaman capital 
Tirana as mm operation unt! (340 local tome (0140 
GMT) Saterday morning. and was capected to resume 
some hours later A total of 1200 refugees. from a wave 
of some 12.000 which washed up onto Itahan shores 
hetwcen Wednesday and Friday have now been repatr- 
ated on aut and sea operations Ban police headquarters 
sand Saturday morning 

Some 28) Albanians eho had been prevented trom 
dwembarking om Malta from the Turkish vessel! Durres 
jumped shup two mules off the Nahan coast Freday 
evenng and seam ashore to Capo Pasero om Sicily 
They were fed and given medical check-ups by local 

authorities and will be sent home Saturday on board a 
ferry weually used beter on Sicily and smaller miands 

4 group of 800 emmig: wits. accompanied by 2S) mem- 
bers of the security fo es, set sae from Brindm for 
Alhama during the mght on board the Espresso Grecia 
and the | 4) refugees remaming im the port will leave 
won on board the Exprewo Venezia which ms standing 
hy 

Arguments broke out during the might when traci s and 
towrnts who had already begun emharkation pron odures 
on the Exprewo Venera were ordered to leave the 
commandecred vewe!l and 4) people had to be forcibly 
removed when they staged a vit-in on the boading bridge 

In an interview with a sate tclev won mews programme 
Friday evening. Interror Minister Vincenzo Scott: called 
for more help to salve Alhama's serious cCcomomn prot. 
terms “These 6 a problem which must be faced not only by 
Htaly but by the European Community ~ According to 
the menester. the ememgration wave must be stopped 
both by useng strong tactics to divsuade Albanians from 
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fleeing, and by sending further food aid immediately to 
the poverTy-siricken Balkan nation. 

Scotti also commented on repairiation operations, 
Saying that they could have run more smoothly had 
Tirana airport been able to land large aircraft such as aur 
buses, and had Albanian authorities regained control of 
the ports of Durres and Viore, still in the hands of 
would-be immigrants. 

“If the boats (repatriating Albanians) were to approach 
they would be occupied by people wanting to leave the 
country. We have been given a smaller port and we hope 
to have a larger one ready during the night or tomorrow 
during the day.” he said. 

Repatriation Almost Over 

AU 1008172691 Paris AFP in English 1656 GMT 
10 Aug Yl 

[Text] Rome, Aug 10 (AFP)}—Using planes and com- 
mandeered ships, Italy was busy Saturday [10 Aug] 
returning Albanians to their homeland while calling for a 
European solution to the problem. 

The Interior Ministry said Saturday that 4,300 Alba- 
nians had been sent back out of 13,461 who flooded into 
Italy since Wednesday in search of a better life. 

Aircraft and boats ferried the Albanians back across the 
Adriatic. Saturday the Palladio, sailing from Trieste, was 
discharging 318 refugees at Viore. The Tiepolo, out of 
Bri disi, and the Tiziano, from Bari, carried 1.342 
Albanians between them to the tiny Albanian port of 
Palermo, near Viore. 

Military aircraft were to return 1,000 and Itahan civil 
airlines 2,200 refugees during the day in a total of over 
50 flights. 

In Greece, Sardinia and Malta, stranded travellers and 
transporters fared cancellations as the Advatica and 
Tirrenia shipping lines billed the Italian Government 
230,000 dollars a day for the use of six requisitioned 
ships. 

In Rome, a meeting Saturday of the ministers of foreign 
affairs, the interior, defence, immigration and police was 
followed by a government announcement that the new 
wave of refugees would be “immediately and totally 
repatriated.” 

Five months ago, Italy accepted a previous wave of 
20,000 Albanian immigrants. 

Deputy Premier Claudio Martelli said the government 
hoped for a “Europeanisation of the Albanian crisis.” 
The European Community (EC), he said, had offered 
only two million European Currency Units (ECUs: 
2.266.000 dollars) in assistance. Immigration Minister 
Margherita Boniver stressed that the problem could not 
be one for Italy alone. 
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Martelli also proposed speeding up Italian food and 
medical aid to Albania by setting up an Italian distribu- 
tion centre there. The centre of gravity, he said must be 
shifted from Italy to Albania. A bridgehead for aid could 
be organized by the Italian Army at the Albanian porn of 
Palermo, officials said. 

Rome had obtained Tirana’s cooperation in establishing 
joint sea patrols to head off more refugees, particularly 
around the Albanian ports of Durres and Viore, Defence 
Minister Virginio Rognoni said. 

The Roman daily CORRIERE DELLA SERA com- 
mented that the Albanian influx could represent “the 
beginning of rampant war in the third millenium,” with 
the probable spread of the poverty-stricken from for- 
merly communist East Europe and the lands south of the 
Mediterranean into opulent Western Europe. 

lialians appeared divided, however, between firmness 
and pity for the desperate and exhausted Albanians 
shown in television coverage of the repatriation process. 

Saturday afternoon there were 7,700 refugees held in 
Bari, the Intersor Ministry said. They were receiving 
food and water from the military and civilian volunteer 
workers obliged to wear masks against the powerful 
smell arising from an absence of adequate hygienic 
facilities. 

In Brindisi, another | 000 refugees awaited repatriation. 
At Syracuse, 300 Albanians were being held. They had 
jumped off an Albanian ship after 1 was turned away 
from Malta and swam to Sicily. 

The evacuation must be completed within 48 hours. the 
Interior Ministry said. 

Situation Deteriorates 

10°1108132091 Paris AEP in English 1135 GMT 
11] Aue 9/ 

{Report by Viviane Dutaut] 

[Text] Bari, Italy Aug 11 (AFP)}—Itahian security forces 
in Bari fired tear gas Sunday [11 Aug] at Albanians 
resisting the forced repatriation of more than 13,000 of 
their country.“en who have flooded into Adriatic ports 

Incidents were reported in the port area and at the Bari 
stadium where between 3,000 and 4,000 Albanians are 
still held, including 200 to 300 who are refusing to go 
home 

At Dock-30 where 3,000 Albanians have been penned 
for three days in unspeakable conditions, several hun- 
dred refugees attacked police and troops in waves in a 
bid to break through the cordon. The Albanians pelted 
the security forces with bottles and stones including large 
blocks of concrete wrenched from the quayside. Police 
fired tear gas grenades when a group of Albanians 
managed to break through the security cordon. About 15 
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polcemen were taken to hospital with injuries. Several 
were intoxicated after breathing in tear gas blown back- 
wards by the wind. 

Meanwhile operations were going ahead to repatriaic all 
remaining Albanians although authorities acknowledge 
that 1.000 and 2,000 [as received] may have escaped. 

Nearly 5,000 refugees were sent home Saturday by ship 
and by air and Interior Ministry officials said ut was 
hoped repatnation would be completed within the next 
24 hours. 

Immigration Minister Margherita Boniver said Italy had 
been forced to get tough in order to deter more refugees 
from coming. “There were 10,000 this ume. They will be 
50,000 next time,” she said. 

In an effort to prevent more refugees from across the 
Adnatic, Italy has secured agreement from Albania to 
help police Albanian coastal waters particularly off the 
ports of Durres and Viore from where the majority of the 
refuees came. The agreement could be a turning point in 
the Albanian refugee crisis which has led to three mass 
exoduses of refugees this year. Italy says the crisis 
requires a major international effort and particularly 
more help from its European Community partners. 

Deputy Prime Minister Claudio Martelli admitted that 
lialian naval involvement in Albanian waters was “al the 
limit of international legality” but he said Tirana had 
given its consent. He also spoke of possible surveillance 
by satellite to monitor the movements of shipping from 
Albania. 

To back up the refugee repatriation, the Itahan Army is 
to establish a bridgehead at Viore where ut will set up a 
centre to receive, stock and distribute food. A first 
consignment of 30,000 military rations 1s ready to be 
sent over. Italian marines are already at Viore to help 
take charge of the refugees as they disembark. 

Italy has also stepped up economic aid to Tirana and has 
appealed to the EC to do more to help. Martell said the 
EC should adopt a strategy aimed at “transforming a 
disaster into a programme of aid for a country in the 
process of breaking apart” 

Conditions at Bari stadium and at Dock-) were 
described as appalling. At Dock-30. the refugees have 
had no access to toilets and the stench was so bad that 
reef workers and policemen on duty there had to wear 
masks. The stadium structures are in a shambles and the 
plight of the refugees there was such that the local police 
commander said they would “have to be evacuated in 
the neat 48 hours—they can't hoid out much longer” 
(tficials said there was a danger of epidemics breaking 
oul 

In Brindisi, another 1,000 refugees were duc to be 
repatriated and 300 more were being held at Syracuse in 
Sicily 
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De Michelis To Go to Albania 
AU 1108140691 Paris AFP in English 1317 GMI 
1] Aug 91 

[Report by Viviane Dutaut] 

[Excerpt] Ban, ltaly, Aug 11 (AFP)}—Fierce clashes 
erupted Sunday [i ! Aug] in Bari as thousands of frenzied 
Albanians battled rot police in a desperate bid to escape 
custody before being sent back to their homeland. 

In the port area. the refugees built barricades out of oil 
drums and tyres from where they pelted the security 
forces with stones. blocks of concrete and bottles and 
launched wave aficr wave of attacks against police and 
troops. Police charged several times while firemen 
turaed water cannon on the Albanians to drive them 
back. Several detachments of mot police reinforcements 
armed with rifles have moved in 

ltahan Foreign Minister Guanni de Michelis was to go to 
the Albanian capital Tirana on Monday to discuss the 
refugee problem, a minisiry spokesman announccd in 
Rome. De Michelis, who last went to Albania in June, 
will also talk to Albanian officials about Italian aid to the 
Balkan nation, the spokesman said 

About ¥) policemen and a photographer were reported 
to have been injured im the clashes in Bari. One 
policeman was hit in the chest by an axe thrown by an 
Albanian but the blow was deflected by his holster 
buckle 

An estimated 3.000 Albanians have been penned in for 
four days on Dock ¥) in the Adriatic Sea port with no 
access to toilets and very little food. Sanitory conditions 
on the quayside were described as appalling and some 
officials expressed fears of disease breaking out im the 
summer heat 

In the city stadium, between 200 and 300 Albanians 
were resisting repatriation with iron bars and axes. The 
Albamians had ransacked the homes of two caretakers 
and the Red Cross ambulance depot and a warchouse 
were on fire. officials sand. To escape the flames. two 
Albanians threw themselves sia meters (20 feet) into 
blankets held by their frends 

One Albanian interviewed on television accused the 
ltahan authorities of “telling lies” during the past four 
days and of promising to take the refugees to other parts 
of aly Several refugees said they would “rather dic 
than go back to Albania” [passage omsticd] 

Reaction to Possible Lerrorist Leader Pardon 

10 (WORTISO9] Rome ANS4A on Enelish O816 GMI 

¥ due ¥/ 

[Text] Rome, 9 August (ANSA}—Fresh debate over the 
possibility of a pardon for imprisoned former urban 
guerrilla leader Renato Curcio was sparked Thursday 
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when Italian President Francesco Cossiga said moves to 
secure Clemency for Curcwo would be made before the 
middle of August 

On Thursday [8 August], speaking to journalists at his 
holiday location. the northwestern resort of Cour- 
maycur. ( ossiga sand he would shortly ask the govern- 
ment «f he should take the initiative of granting a pardon 
imscit. or jountly wath the government. He said that 
Justice Minister Claudio Martetii was on total agreement 
with bim over the question, and that he had that 
morning cxamined procedural problems regarding the 
proposed pardon with advisers who had travelled spe- 
cially trom Rome 

Curcio. the leading sdeologue of the leftust Red Brigades 
who were responsible for a number of killings in the 70s 
and 80s. including that of former premier, Christan 
Democrat Party chairman Aldo Moro m 1978. has 

been serving a 24-year sentence since 1975 although he 
has been cleared of ordering or of involvement in any 
terrorist acts 

He has not requested a pardon bul last week asked to 
serve his many sentences simultancously insicad of 
cumulatively. His request, although common in Italy 
and trequently granted. ignited heated debate in the 
press and political circles. and brought protests from the 
familes of the Red Brigade victims 

A number of politicians on Thursday [7 August] crit 
cused the proposed pardon while Vatican darly 
LOSSERVATORE ROMANO carned an editoral 
Saying that the opmnons of terrors victums relatives 
were not being given “due consideration by those who 
want to turn the page (on terrorism). and pointed to the 
continuing risk posed by terrorist organisations. It said 
that imvestigaions were still proceeding mto many ter- 
ronst crimes, and mentioned a recent probe that 
unveiled a planned attack on the US. Consulate in 
Florence 

Referring to the possible extension of pardons to other 
imprisoned terrorists, the Vatican daily sand: “The pro- 
posed measures. which would the slate [as received] not 

only the prison terms. but also the guilt and most serous 
responsibilities of an entire generation of terrorists. can 
only cause disonentation among citizens.” 

Cnorgio la Malta. leader of the small opposition Repub- 
loan Party. said that clemency for people responsible for 

“most grievous acts against the security of the state” 
pointed to the “guilty conscrence of those who did not 
want to or were unable to drive home the fight against 
terrorism: 

Another Republican. Enzo Bianco. called on Intenor 
Minister Enzo Scott: and the government “not to swerve 
from a line of pust firmness.” because “terrorism still has 
links operating on an international level. ot ysn't a dead- 
and-buried chapter of history.” 
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According to Maurizio Pagan. deputy leader of the 
emall coalition member. the Social Democratic Parity. a 
pardon for Curcw would represent “an absolution of 
terrorism,” and the fiahan president “cannot fail to take 
mio account the scnous disturbance and the impsiru- 
tonal significance that his act would entail” 

Meanwhile. Cossiga responded to criticism of his pro- 
posed move and the notable lack of comment trom his 
own former party. the dominant Christian Democats. 
and trom the Socialssts. by saying that he had cxpected 

these reactions. 

He resterated the views he had cxpressed the previous 
day. over the “political necessity” of closing the period 
of emergency caused by the nght and left-wing terrorism 
that wracked Italy in us so-called “years of lead” He 
said in response to recent protests by famulics of the 
victims of the Red Brigades who insist that Curcio 
should not be released thai he fully respected thei 
feclings. bul “the state cannot cultivate revenge ~ 

(in Wednesday [7 August). C ossiga had stressed: “There 
18 NO COUNntITY in the world where someone May stay in 
saul for 24 years without having commuticd bloody 
crimes and without even having ordered them. especially 
since the court has established that Curciw 1s not the 
mastermind of a single criminal plan ~ 

Meanwhile, Curceo’s lawyer Giovanna Lombard: sad 
that the measure proposed by ( ossiga was a “glimmer of 
hope” for reaching a political solution tor omprisoned 
terrors. 

There are 54 people serving life sentences for terrorist 
crimes in Italy's prisons, almost all of whom belonged to 
the Red Brigades, while terrorists belonging to other 
groups had either been released or recenved large reduc- 
trons in their terms, she pointed out 

Yugoslav Arms Smugglers Arrested at Swiss Border 

L.D1108102291 Bern Swiss Radio laternational 

in Enelish 1000GMT 11 Awe 9! 

[Text] The authorities im Italy have arrested four V ugo- 
slavs who tned to smuggle several submachine guns 
across the border from Swiizeriand. Halan cusioms 
officials said the four men, from the breakaway Y ugosias 
Republic of Croatia. were also carrying rifles. seme 
automatic weapons, and ammunition. They sand ut was 
the fifth time in less than a week that Y ugoslavs had been 
caught trying to smuggle weapons through the border 
post at Chiasso. and added that security had been 

stepped up 

*No Technical Problems’ in 1980 Plane Crash 

40 0908125491 Rome ANSA in Enelish 1214 0M) 
¥ due ¥/ 

(Text) (ANSA) Rome, August ¥—The flight data 
recorder of an Nahan DC-9 which crashed into the sea 
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off Sicily in 1980 shows no sign of technical problems on 
the craft, according to a report from British experts. 

The DC-9 of the now-defunct Itavia line disappeared 
from radar screens at [word indistinct] local time June 
27 1980, with 81 people on board. Afier eleven years of 
inconclusive investigations, with many experts alleging 
that the aircraft was brought down by a missile, the black 
box was lifted from the sea bed July 16 this year, and sent 
to Britain to ("be decoded). The British findings wall lend 
weight to the missile theory. 

According to leaks from Rome legal circles to which the 
black box recordings and report have been returned, the 

flight recorder showed no technical problems in the 
plane which was travelling along the correct flight path at 
the nght altstude, going at the expected speed, and was 
not overloaded. Recordings stop at 2056 precisely, the 
moment the DC-9 disappeared from radar screens. 

The black box information will now be compared with 
radar records from Italian tracking stations, and in 
particular with those from Rome's military airport at 
Ciampino, which showed another unidentified craft in 
the vicinity of the DC-9 shortly before n crashed. Some 
experts, against the missile theory. have assericd that the 
Ciampino tapes were distorted because of technical 
problems at the tracking station. 
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Prime Ministers Hold Meeting in Reykjavik 

LD1 208094591 Helsinki Suomen Yleisradio Network 
in Finnish 0900 GMT 12 Aug 9i 

[Text] Nordic prime ministers are currently meeting in 
Reykjavik. Iceland. The meeting 1s to discuss the inter- 
rupted European Economic Area [EEA] talks, among 
other things. Finnish Prime Minister Esko Aho 1s to 
discuss the Great Belt bridge dispute with Danish Prime 
Minister Poul Schluter. The International Court in The 
Hague decided in its interim decision two weeks ago that 
Denmark can continue the planning of the bridge. 

Prime Minister Aho will return to Finland on Tuesday 
night 

Denmark 

Ellemann-Jensen Views EC Role in \ ugoslavia 

P11 208091291 Copenhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE 
in Danish 8 Aug 91 (MAGASIN Section) p 1 

{Report on interview with Danish Foreign Minister U fle 
Eliemann-Jensen by Peter Wivel, place and date not 
given| 

[Text] The crisis in Yugoslavia 1s also the most serious 
cress hitherto for EC cooperation in the field of foreign 
policy. Many people have called the EC foreign minis- 
ters: mediation mission a diplomatic fiasco. Others think 
that im the end ut will produce results. Bul everyone 
agrees that ut us the dress rehearsal for the trials that 
Europe must go through before democracy, self- 
government. and peace become the norm on our conti- 
nent 

Foreign Minister Ufle Ellemann-Jensen, one of the per- 
sonalities with the greatest experience of EC coopera- 
tion. has just returned home from the foreign ministers’ 
emergency meeting in the Hague in the Netherlands on 
Tuesday [6 August], He believes that the EC's mediation 
in Yugoslavia can succeed and create the precedent for 
the future 

“The political possibilities have not yet been exhausted. 
If massive pressure can ensure that the cease-fire that has 
just been arranged embodies the necessary guaranices to 
make it possible to expand the EC observer corps and 
perhaps to send in a peacekeeping force with the agree- 
ment of the parties involved in the conflict, then this 1s 
what must be done This could possibly create the calm 
that could make a roundtable conference on Yugosia- 
via’s future work.” 

[Wivel] What wall thes future look like” 

[Eliemann-Jensen| Yugoslavia must have a new consti- 
tution and deal with the exrsting desire for imndepen- 
dence As tar as | can see. the Yugoslavia of the future 
will be a much looser federation than we have seen 
hitherto | think that Slovenia and Croatia and perhaps 
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other republics will achieve some form of independence. 
Perhaps there will have to be some revision of borders so 
that this can work. 

But this will only happen if the Yugoslavs themselves 
negotiate their way toward ut. The EC could sit in on 
such a conference as the exghth participant in addition to 
the six republics and the federal representatives 

[BERLINGSKE TIDENDE] Today 33 European 
nations and the United States and Canada mect in 
Prague, where the Conference on Security and ( ooper- 
ation in Europe, CSCE. has Yugoslavia on the agenda 
Here too Eliemana-Jensen is an optimist. 

“I belheve that the CSCE meeting in Prague will end with 
a confirmation of the EC's mandate to continue to work, 
on behalf of the CSCE, to create and mositor a cease- 
fire. This will lead to a situation in which ut will then be 
possible—when the nght conditions exrst. thal 1s. when 
all parties give guarantees of safcty—to expand the 
observer corps. More countries will become involved— 
probably Poland, Czechoslovakia, Canada, Norway. and 
Sweden—and then 150 new observers will be sent, 
including several more Danes. After all, we are the 
people who are the swiftest to react im this sort of 
situation, and we have the best personne! to draw on. [no 
closing quotation marks as published] 

Consequently the EC 1s stressing that if international and 
internal borders are to be redrawn. this can only happen 
through negotiation, and not through the use of force. 
nor through unilateral steps. Here there 1s a message for 
the Slovenes who are trying to redraw international 
borders in their unilateral declaration of independence. 
and also to the Croats, and to the Serbs who are 
suspected of having dreams of altering internal borders 
through the use of force 

[Wivel] Will the EC guarantee the security of VY ugosia- 
via’s minorities” 

[Eliemann-Jensen} One clement in such an agreement 
has to be guarantees of the security and nghts of minor- 
ities. These must be built into a new constitution. Bul we 
ought perhaps to be prepared to give security guaranices 
from outside, if this 1s in line with the Yugoslav people's 
own wishes 

[Wivel] Why 1s the EC involving itself so intensely in the 
crisis” 

[Eliemann-Jensen}] We were asked by the Yugoslav Pres- 
idency to mediate and send observers. The CSCE has 
given the EC a mandaic to engage in political action to 
bring about and then to monitor a cease-fire. This was 4 
very convement approach for those CSCE participants 
who did not want to become too directly involved 

[Wivel] Who are you thinking of here’ 

[Eliemann-Jensen] The Russians. They are also one of 
the reasons why in practice the UN Security Council will 
not be able to play any role 
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But apart from the request ut has received, the EO 1s 
probably the only organization that can be turned | |, if 
we are going to find an outside force, which can go in and 
pul pressure on the warring parties to find a peaceful 
solution. 

To put «1 a little grandly, the EC 1s the guiding star for the 
new democracies in Eastern and central Europe that will 
lead them into a peaceful Europe of international coop- 
cration, so we also have a duty to discover how we can 
play this role, given all the problems involved in the task 
itself and and all the internal problems in the EC. 

I consider ut of crucial importance that the EC remain 
firm on this initiative and not give up. We must try to 
achieve results that can be useful when similar conflicts 
surface in the future. 

[Wivel] As they are doing in the Soviet Union, for 
cxampie 

[Eliemann-Jensen] Yes, or even closer to home. Now 
wherever the suffocating blanket of repression is being 
removed in Europe, many of the problems previously 
suppressed by a society unwilling to allow them to exist 
are coming to the surface. They are the conflicts that we 
must now learn how to deal with. 

As yet the CSCE apparatus 1s not far enough developed 
for this. We must not expect, for example, that the Soviet 
Union 1s ready to play a role in resolving this type of 
conflict. Today we really only have the EC to fall back 
on 

[Wivel] There has been some discussion of whether the 
EC—or, more . the Western European Union 
[WEU}—should contribute not only a peacekeeping 
force, but also a directly peacemaking force 

[Eliemann-Jensen| That has mostly been in press com- 
mentaries on the bloody and gruesome reports from 
Yugoslavia itself, We are witnessing something that we 
would not have thought possible in the Europe of 199! 
We cannot believe our eyes. For this reason some peopic 
have thought thai the only solution 1s military interven- 
tion from outside 

If this sort of thing 1s allowed to develop into real 
gcnocide—as we have seen previously in the history of 
that part of the world—then | would not rule out the 
possibility that perhaps some form or other of military 
intervention will be the only thing that will stop the 
violence 

But today | am not able to see how that would happen 
We did actually discuss at Tuesday's mecting of 
foreign ministers, that 1s, we discussed whether we could 
send in a multinational force organized by the EC or the 
WEL which—without the agreement of the warring 
parties—would come between the parties and separate 
them 

That could end up being a terribly bloody affair After 
all. the lessons from a similar conflict such as Northern 
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ireland are not encouraging. So who would send their 
soldiers into this sort of Yugoslav conflict? As Danish 
foreign minister, | would not send in Danish soldiers. 

Al the same time. we would run the risk of destroying the 
EC's chances of being the neutral arbitrator whose job i 
iS to find a political solution for Yugoslavia’s future 
situation. 

1 do not think that there ts anything in the present 

situation which points to military intervention. lt cannot 
be done. It would not help to resolve the problems. But 
naturally | am leaving that back door open, that 1s, 1 1s 
possible that the whole thing could develop in such a 
terrible direction that ut really would be impossible to 
find a solution other than military intervention from 
outside. Bul al present | have no answer to the question 
of how such an action should be organized. 

[Wevel] The Sovect Union has delivered a strong warning 
against military intervention. 

{Ellemann-Jensen] | do not think that 1 1s unnatural for 
the Soviet Union to deliver such a warning. Also. the 
conclusion reached at the EC foreign ministers’ meeting 
on Tuesday was that none of the Twelve supports 
miluary intervention. There has been no real reason for 
the Russian warning. bul nevertheless they have clearly 
felt a necessary to respond to the public reaction in the 
West. But « must also be said that in the CSCE the 
Soviet Union has been very helpful in giving the EC a 
political role to play 

[Wivel] And the crisis in Yugoslavia has been the most 
serious crisis for the EC so far’ 

[Eliemann-Jensen}] Yes. Nor 1s there any reason to hide 
the fact that there are differences in the basic views taken 
of the Yugoslay crisis. From the start Denmark has said 
that in its declarations the EC attached too much impor- 
tance to the unity of Yugoslavia and too little to the 
different peoples’ mght to self-determination. On the 
other side, you find countrnes such as Spain and France 
that feel that they themselves have problems with minor- 
ities and are therefore a little less inclined to attach 
importance to peoples’ nght to self-determination. That 
18 the spectrum of views 

So we have to find a common stance, and we in Denmark 
will support ut. We have only one card to play: the 
common European card. If we did as some people here in 
Denmark are proposing and unilaterally recognized Slo- 
vena and perhaps also Croatia, we would first weaken 
the European card, second, we would pul ourselves 
completely beyond any influence. and third, we would 
not be making any positive contribution. We would 

make the process of negotiation more difficult 

When you think of all the minorities in Yugoslavia, you 

would be opening a Pandora's box if you simply spoke 

from the heart and did not use your head 

[Wivel] Wes Tuesday's EC foreign ministers’ meeting a 
fiasco” 
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[Eliemann-Jensen] | do not think so. No grand initiative 
emerged from « But we reinforced cach other im the 
vice thal wc must Nol give up, as some people perhaps 
were on the brink of doing last Sunday [4 August] We 
have not, as some people are saying. passed the buck to 
the Unued Nations or some other organization. We 
agreed that we should make use of all the international 
bodies. which can be used to make the discussion inter- 
national and to pul pressure on all circles in Yugoslavia. 

We have no illusions that the UN Security Council can 
be brought in to play an active role. Not all the five 
permanent members want this. The Sovict Union and 
China would never agree. Bul we can sel in motion a 
dehate that could perhaps help to pul pressure on the 
various sides so that they respect the cease-fire and enter 
into political discussion. The same apples to the CSCE 

Nevertheless, the criticism 1s natural tt will always be 

easy to critecize someone who tres to play the role of 
mediator and who 1s not entirely successful. But that 
criticism should not make us forget that in reality there 
is only one place where peace can be created—in VY ugo- 

Slavia viselt. The EC will never be able to be anything 
other than the catalyst that can bring the sides together 
and help them reach agreement and also help them to 
adhere to that agreement in a transitional phase 

The EC will never be able to reduce the responsibility of 
the parties directly unvolved. But the EC's involvement 
is undem oished and we wall seck new chances of keeping 
1 ali 

Finland 

UN Soldicr Reportedly Kidnapped in Lebanon Safe 

1.1)1008113691 Stockholm Svertees Radio Network 
im Swedish 1030 GMT 10 tue 9 

[Text] We have recenved more mformation on the 
Finnish UN soldier who was reported kidnapped ht 
seems that he is sate and in good health according to UN 
sources. We will come back later with more information 

* 1991 Capital Investment 15 Percent Less 

* Same Trend for 1992 
it Melonks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 

lui Vip it 

vii \/ 

in Finnish § 

[Unatiributed article “Recession Stifles Investment 
Wilhiagness in Finland”) 

[Text] The recession has strangled the willingness of 
Finnish industry to invest. According to data collected 
by the Bank of Finland, investments in industrial plant 
and equipment will decline this year by about 15 per- 
cent Investment in R A D will be maintained at the 
previous level or wall decrease 
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Indusinal enterprises belicve. however. thal the degree 
of capacity utshization, which Crooped this year, will turn 
up again by the middie of next year 

Already last year, indusinal invesiment was about 2 
percent lower than previously. The deterioration of 
cconoma prospects had caused enterprises to reduce 

thew mvesiment programs Sccause a survey thal was 

made a year ago still indicated that invesiment would 
grow in 1990) 

The value of capital invesiment for all indusiry was 
nearly 28 billion markkas last year The statestecs do not 
include purchases and sales of capital goods. acquisitions 
of real property. or invesiments made abroad 

All manufacturing indusirny branches invested less than 
previously in fined capital. The decline was largesi in the 
metal indusiry and smalicst m the forest-products 
indusiry Capital invesiments for power production, on 
the other hand were larger than in the previous pernod 

Government-owned companies invested im thei future 
more courageously than private firms during the reces- 
sion. In responses trom government-owned Companies. 
it was predicted thal investments would increase 

According to the data collected by the Bank of Finland. 
the decline im indusinal investments will accelerate thes 
year The enterprises themscly cs estimate a decrease of & 
percent, so that the monctary valuc of the invesiments 
would fall by about 225 million markkas 

(in the basis of their caperence, however, those who 
conducted the survey consider the enterprises’ estimates 
to be 100 Optumistxc and predict that the actual decline 
will be 15 percent. Such a drop would wipe out over 400 
million markkas of indusinal investment 

The decrease comes from the two main branches of 
indusiry. The foresi-products mdusiry will reduce its 
investments by nearly a fifth. and the metal indusiry by 
about 10 percent. Other branches will stay on the same 
level 

The trend will remain the same in 1992. too. Industral 
enterprises predict that thei investments will diminish 
again by about 10 percent. Nearly 90 industrial enter- 
prises responded to the survey 

The central bank's economic department carried out its 
investment survey in May and June—that 1s. before the 
markka was tied to the ECL) [European Currency Unn 
The interest rate fell noticably after the link. The lack of 

desire for mvesiment in the current Finnish business 
situation, however, probably 1s more the result of the 
companies’ caution than of the interest-rate level Under 
normal conditions, the interest-rate level determines the 
profitability of investments and the companies willing- 
ness to invest 

According to the Bank of Finland's report, investments 
in R & D are also slowing down Last year, manufac. 
turing indusiry increased its KR A D investments by over 
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16 percent. to 2 8 bilhon markkas. The metal industry's 
share of this amount was over half, and that of the paper 
industry a tenth 

Thas year. however, the increase in research capenditures 
will cease and, in several sectors, will change to a decline 
There wall not be increases in the figures for neat year. 
either 

According to the statestical center, nearly 11 dillon 
markka: acre used for R A D this year. or two percent of 
the GNP. Companies provided about 62 percent of this 
amount 

* Impact on RAD 
VIE NOOB Helunks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish § Jul 91 p 16 

[Commentary by Jyr Raivio “Do Not Save on RAD 
Expenditures”) 

[Text] Nearly a week ago. the chairmanship of the 
EUREKA technology and product development organi- 
zation. which 1s supported by European companies and 
governments, devolved on Finland. Preparations for this 
duty have been carefully made in Finland. and the 
“young men. as President Mauno Korvisto called them 
m hes speech at the ELUREKA mecting in The Hague. 
who are handling the matter are equal to them duties 

Finland 1s ready to expand practical technological coop- 
craton to Eastern and Central Europe. and Finland's 
chairmanship 1s surcly a blessing for EUREKA 

An cven greater blessing for Finland itself, however, may 
result from the chairmanship. The small northern 
country becoming the engineer for the European 
technological locomotive om the middie of a terrible 
national recession 

Moncy 1 becoming scarce or running out for both 
companies and the government. and the temptation to 
cut funds spent for R A D. in particular, assuredly 
great in both camps 

Companies are wondering whether investments can be 
made in R & D when people are being laid off or fired by 
the thousands Cutting product development capendi- 
tures brings short-term savings. Al the same time. this 
kind of foolish saving saws off the branch on which the 
whole enterprise depends 

A large decline in product development by the compa. 
mcs would lead to the collapse of the product develop- 

ment organizations Setting them up again when beticr 
times come rs very diffi ull 

The transfer of the chawmanship of EL REKA to Fin 

land draws public attention to these maticrs more than 

previously. It «s hoped that will also make enterprise 
executives think again before making a fateful cut in R A 
D resources 
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The government is capenencing a worsening moncy 
shortage. and places to save are beng sought tev crishly 
R & D are mentioned in the government program as 
profitable maticrs, but so was cducation shah has 

already been cul. Minister of Trade and Industry, Kauko 

Juhantalo (Center Party) has. in fact. promised to fight 
hike a hon to keep the government's product devclop- 
ment capenditurcs as high as they were 

If the government now reduccs its Own invesiments. the 
companies would have to increase thew invesiments 

correspondingly. and that «s hardly possible Crovern- 
mental R & D expenditures. in particular, must not be 
cut om thes situation. And. of course, they cannot be cul 

now that Finland the chaircountry for EL REKA 

What would people think about us abroad in that case” 

The signs of the mes. however. are alarming The Bank 
of Finland's invesiment survey shows thal companies 
intend to freeze R A 1) investments oF reduce them 
According to the statystical center's report. Finland cven 

after the positive development im the 1980's. lags badly 
behind the rate of growth in R A D of the most 
important compcting Countries 

R & D activity 5 very bong term in nature (btarming 
results requires sacrifices, even in bad times Industry 
wants to “save” by reducing is capital investments 

sharply 

For the sake of 1s own interests. ut should sacrifice part 
of the moncy saved in this way to ensure the continurty 

of 8 & D activity insicad of reducing bowes 

* Business ( hief Hits Policy 

GVIENOO NM Helunki HELSINGIN SANOME 

im Finnish 11 Jul vi p 

{Ediutional “From Words to Deeds | 

[Test] The latest indicators of the Finnish ccomomy are 
gloomicr than gloomy GNP wil) decrease more than 
predicted, and unemployment is in figures that were 
thought to be beyond reach a little while ago The 
economy's engine. industry. 1 going Gown a hull, the 
steepness of which has become a surprise even to 

indusiry isclf The busemess cy 

published on Wednesday a tun 

markha to the ECL [Pure 
does not promis an imtreas V 

ereceieee anticipate worse time 

rl har 71 | ‘7 “4” Aa% 

The news 1s alarming especially because international 
business activity ns capected to pak up toward the cad of 
the vear (dur caports are capected to Contonue to dec liom 

for the most part binnish undusiry thus threatens to bow 

the heiptul wumpectus that might hay: 
Western markets Indusiry and the coonom, arc m a 

tailspin trom which one cannot pull out without raped 

eflective. and credible actions Ctherwrse. the s 
will begin to feed on itvett 

hy. Tt) 4 oming truer? 

cessor 
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The facts should seriously disturb the peace of mind of * Fiscal Crisis Worsens 
the government, which has taken off on vacation They gy) 6 \07 UD Helwnks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
reveal unambiguously thal there not a great deal of in Finnish 19 Jul 91 p 13 
faith mm the government's May support package The 
recent assessment by the finance munisicr thal the 
package 1s good if, through «. uncmployment can be 
slowed substantially docs nol seem to be matcrializing 
Over half of the industnal enterprises have announced 
that they are still reducing thew labor force 

There 1s not the shghicst sign of a turn im the buses 
cycle to be found im the latest barometer. unless onc 
interpreis the fact that a few more people than prev sously 
believe tha) things Cannot get worse to be such a sign 
The order portfohos are stull gettong thinner and the 
increase in inventones has not Stopped Business cond:- 
tions also usually improve first im the Province of 
Uusimaa. Now the region's situation 1s worse than the 
average 

The dramatics of Timo Relander. managing director of 
the Central Association of Industry. are now appro- 
pate. Economic policy needs a change m direction 
However, the link of the markka to the ECL must be 
taken seriously. too It must be held to and actions taken 
im accordance with it Budding devaluation yearnings 
must be suppressed because. in the final analyen. they 
deprive economic policy of credsbality 

An cxupensive markka must be compensated for by 

costs. One of the few positive aspects of the 
business cycle barometer «= the fact thal costs are 
adapting to econom realities. and inflation 1s declining 
The rise in costs has stopped im industry. and. in con- 
struction, a decline has begun. Thes ms still not enough 
Relander's estimate that industry has to cut casts by 10 
percent before 1 achieves growth indicates how large a 
problem 1s involved 

It 1s hoped that the message will reach al! of the parties. 
including the labor market organizations. the tree sellers 
and those who draw up the state budget Crovernment 
expenditures threaten to grow nearly 10 percent this year 
80 that a compictely new budget attvtude 1s dictated by 
necessity. Increases in payments and rates should be 
frozen, as Relander proposes. Zero imflation « quite 
justifiable as a goal 

Recent government speeches are not very reassuring 
The minister of agriculture sees agriculture as having 
done everything im is power and wants to moerease 
resources for forest improvement The minister of labor 

J i 
Of course, some steps are available if one bold 
to take them on The rapid amendment of the 

ruptcy law or the capediinous passage of tax amend. 
assisting the open sector Cannot be impossrbic 
von of structural distortions must be begun at 

last. Deeds have to take the place of words other. 
. the credibility of cconomn policy will duappear 

Hi 
i 
22 

[Unattnbuted article “Government Econom ( ran 
Worsens Government Tas Reseupts Decline More Than 
Expected mm the January-May Perma, Revenues Fall 6 
Percent. Expenduures Increase 18 Percent om First Pan 
of Year") 

[Test] The gap between government revenues and 
expenditures has widened fasicr than capected In the 
penod from January to May government cash revenucs 

dechned 6 percent from those m the corresponding 
penod of lat year bul capendiures morcased 16 
percent 

The budget chicf on the Finance Ministry Raumo Salas 
sad that the latest data are “three pornts worse than he 

ant ipated 

“The weakness im tas recespts reflects the fact that things 
are goung badly m the coonomy m general | nemploy- 
ment 1s growing GNP 1s fallong and tases are not berng 
collected On the other hand. unemployment certs 
pressure on the capenduure sede = Saslas caplamned 

The Finance Munitry noted that the cash cakulation 
made by the national econom), department looted some. 
whai worse than «= actually the case. and the figures 
cannot be trusted compictel) ( omputer protien in the 
tax directorate delayed tan collectroms. w thal tas 
refunds appear im the accounts for the first half of the 
year insivad of mm the past year In the same way. the tas 
reassessments of the so-called back tases comsintiute an 

amount. the aleence of ehech needlessly lowers the 

cakulation 

The chief of the Finance Menistry 's Natrona! Economn 
Department. Sisten Korkman sand that despite the 
missing figures. the calculation shows the trend The 
government's nct financial need 1s increasing at a raped 
rate 

“The government's fiscal situation m weakening 
severely. and i appears thal fm weakenmng faster than 
had been estemated career The new cakculation con. 
firms the general puture of the rate at ehech the 
economy m dechning Korkman sand 

Difference of 146 Bithon between Revenwes and 
bv penditures 

In the perrvad from January to May. the governments 
cash recespts were $3.8 bolhonm martias and cash capen. 
dvtures were 68.5 tulhon markhas The figures do not 
include borrowing of de™ amortization 

The difference between cash recespts and capenditures 
or the net finaicong requirement. was thus 14 5 belhon 
markhas Last vear ai the same tome. the net fimanceng 
requirement was (|) 4 billon markias 
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in the final analyen. gowermment revenucs meat be al 
icavt as large a5 capendsures © thal a” ’-tulhbon-martia 
ace loan eas taicn to meet the act financong anced in the 
fst part of the year A cash shortiall of 68 bulhon 
martaas romained 

Acoordeng to the cash calculation. government tas 

receipts declined ty acarty 10) percent im the perad trom 

January to May Proceeds from the moome and ecalth 
tas dropped as much as 2) 6 percent 

Erkks Tassea an offical om the Finance Menestry. caku- 
lated that. of delayed tanatvon «6 mcluded after the fact 
the proceeds from the moome and wecalth tas fell by 

about |! percent invicad of by 2) 6 percent ( orrespond. 

mgly. the proceeds from all taucs dechned ty ahout 5 
percent rather than just under 11) percent 

Budget director Sailas comseders the |S-percent growth 
ratc for goverament capenditures catremel) worrisome 
masmuch as the objective nm zero growth 

Tt & essenteal to make Gecemons that will curtad the 
growth m cupendiures for seweral years ahead Tha « 
mo one-vear protiem = Saslas sand 

lermever Tax Proceeds Dectime 6 6 Percent 

in addvivon to the moome and wealth tax the greatest 
dev tines on proneeds for January May ecre registered hy 
the automeotule and motorcycte tan (. W) 9 percent) the 
motor vehecle tan |. 166 percent) and the shooholx 

beverage tas (|. 88 percent) The proceeds from the 
turnover tan dropped 6S percent Among the mcreases 
im capense the greatest was the government» share of 

natronal penwon and health meurame capenditurcs 
(V8 | percent) The nearly i(i-percent merce « 
cxplammed hy the fact thal. when the share of sxcul 
payments to tbe made by emplovers to the National 

Penwon Institute eas calculated a corresponding 
amount of monty eas tahen from the government 

hudect 

Imreaving unemployment benefits caused the capend:. 

ture category dewgnated for ate aventance to hows. 
holds to grow fy a therd (€ Rheldren's allowances rose by 
¥ § percent ower lawt year for the same pened 

According to Erkk: Taweee the comparatiinty of law 

years and thes years figures alee hampered by enety 
tulonal reforms ( hangeng the tas system at the begin 
ning of Jume eill mabe «t difficult to compare figures 

portrayeng the state of the ccOmeMm) erth those later thes 
year accordeng to Tawa 

We have a strong dewre to produce Comparatic figures 

as the hae for the budget bul m thew matters onc 
cannot de anything” Tawa sand 
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“Norway 

Helst on Security Relationship With § erope 
PUG 113291 Ode APTENPOSTESN 06 Norecman 

6 ing Vip * 

[Report on interview with Norecgian Detenmse Minisicr 
Johan Jorgen Holst by (ilay Trvgge Storeek place and 
date not given) 

[Teat) Defense Minmicr Johan Jorgen Holst » worned 
by the decrease m the number of combat anrcraft that 

will occur over the nenctecs He also takes the vice that 
the most emportant thong for Norwcgian security pollu» 
al present 1s to find a propert) ordered relatromsthip + |! 
t urope 

The defense munitcr has never made any secret»! 
fact that he a supporscr of Norwegian FC members) | 
bul © unediing to drmcum the Guestron af presen 
adhering to the umetabic land down Py the prome men 
wter However as defense minister he 1s faced dary with 
the problem of Noreay s unresolved relatronstip eith 

Europe “The question arnecs im a gummber of contests 
he sand 

Before the summer began « mught have seemed a of 
Holst was erlling to torpeds the whole dnarmameni 
agreement He spoke oul om im reasngh) strong terms 
against the Sovrct | neon 5 transfer of arms and hardwar- 
to the Kola Peninsula He called « a “breach of the 

agreement that has heen entered inte =o and threatened 
thal the agreement would not fhe ratified After several 
trys by Holst to Washengton there eas an mmcrease on 
Amerxan cflorts to perwade Moscow to shandon ity 
imicrpretatien of what eas permitted under the terms of 

the agreement In Holets view thes eas the newer wrth 
the highest proority in Norwegian securit) pola» 

Now he os largely satesficd with the results Coen though 
there « sheaves room for umprovement Bel mach 

depends on how the dmarmament agreement! 1s tolhrwod 
up. he sand But Holt « etl wormed and the © duc to 

Noreay 's relationship to the security order om Europe 

which has arisen partly as 2 result of the dnarmament 

agreemen! ( ontromtatron has dimensfed forccs om Moth 

wides are hewng erihdraen and om man, ways the drar 
mament agreement has become the enetrument sate 
hawng the politecal order after the upnearals on Lastiern 

t urope 

‘But the whole of thes regeme « burlt up around the 
political protiems ehich canted on Central Europe The 

fot uNreasonabic Bul our situatron here on the north is 
different We will always border on the Sovrct | mon scr 
Rusua’s most -“stegn areas The could cast shadows 
onte our terre’, ~~ he saad 

Bul i 1s alo rmportant therefore that ec do mot move 
into an nalated neighorl) rolatonstup hetecen a super 

power and a emall vate The most emportant ote ctiv« 
for ws now must he to eacceed om organizing ourselves 
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both politically and mulstarnly so that Moscoe svicws its 

relations with us as part of as relavons wath the rou of 
Europe. and not as an rsolated maticr 

“It 3 also important to mamta es and cooperation 
with the Unwed Statics, whoch the only state that can 

check the type of forces the Sovect LU nson has concen- 
trated mm the sorth But we also need a cicar lnk eth 
Europe to be able to book after our own mmterests in the 
ficid of tenon between the superpowers ~ Holst sand 

And here he «6 not only thinking of EC membershup A 
military dimenwon must also be given Concrete content 
to lend credibility to security poly declarateons As the 

L anted Mates gradually withdraws forces from Europe 
and perhaps revamps its molitary structures. 1 maght be 
wise to further develop the European dumenwon of 
military Cooperation Here wc have to loot after our own 
mictests in a sequence of developments that arc now 
moving very quickly Holst said 

In addition to defense Cooperation eith Western Europe 
and the U nvted States. a gradual capanwon of the (SCE 
and a deepening of the cooperation thal takes place 
withen «§ could prowede a pan-European framework 
around security arrangements in Europe 

In Holst's view. a clearer diviwon of multary labor 4 

emerging within NATO) both as a result of new strategy 

NORDIC COUNTRIES u 

corcumsiances after the disarmament agreement and 
because of shrinking budgets Technological develop 
ments and the mercase m the proce of complicated 
ecapons wsiems also contribute to thes trend From a 

Norecgian vicepont would for crampic be surtabic 
to provide the European dumenwon with air force squad- 
roms. specific reunforcement forces carmarted for raped 
deployment in the northern regeoms on a crisis siluatoon 

In the mnenctecs the Aw Force well be mamtamed af its 
present technecal level. bul the number of combat a:- 

craft will become worryingly small Given pavt dev clop- 
ments we «ill probably be ieft weth betecen 4) and * 

F-16 fighter aurcraft at the end of the century In additron 
there will be a emailer number of F-5's that are already 
old. One of the questions on ehach the Defense ( om- 
mission eill probably have to reach a decison iy whether 

there «5 any pornt at all im haveng so small a number of 
combat aircraft. or whether the moncy can be pel to 
better use 

A mum aw torce could perhaps have some port m 
Cooperation with alles and withen ihe 

framework of a plan providing remforcement squadrons 
But thes 1s dependent on guarantees and arrangements 
must be planned prepared and not icast be practised in 
exercises in peacetime to show creditulity the dctense 

minister said 
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LS. View on Cyprus, Ledsky's Visit ( ritivized 

NC Rr 99 T Neco HALAIN SESI on Turion 
"tue Vip * 

ver Hatay column “i The ts Beong Heiptul, How 
Vould Beene Detremental Be Described” | 

[Excerpts] Al ever) opportumsy, the Unnted Mates says 
thal «| #ants to help sive the ( yprus profiem and has 
even offered to act as a “catalyst ~ 

Prevent Bush has placed the ( ypreus problem on hes 
agenda and has wvtructed Nelvon Ledvhy. US. specual 
coordmater on the Cyprus profiem. to follow m the 
tlowiem of the | N secretary general's representatives 
Lodv’y has boon on 2 shuttle recren Audara. 
Athems. and I cthosa [Necomal [pavsage omitted] 

Lodviy has crowed inte the Turkish Cyprot ude to 
chamene the owloome of contacts made by Oscar Cam- 
thom and Crustay Fenel and he ms described as trying to 
the “helpful ~ Is thes the way to be helpful’ Ledshy'’s 

dmikesures dureng hes viwts have angered the Turkish 
(\prots [passage omitted] 

We have followed the whuathon ourselves and have 

determened that the U nvted States has adopted a policy 
eho th toops with the Crock Cyprmot demands 

Some tome ago President Bush sand that Turkey and 
ference had reepended favorably to bes proposal for a 

September comference. however. he also mentioned the 
tolloweng comdetren “I! progress 1s achrewed ~ 

\ithough sand that the U nested States 1s try ong 
to help both sedes om the negotsatroms. he has been tryeng 
to force the Terkesh Cypriot wide to make conceswons on 
accordance eth Creek Cyprmot demands tn fact. he has 
horn iryeng te create a fart accomph on varus aspects of 
the protwern 

Moving wrth the comvcthon that « can do anything of 
wants to fom that @ 1 the only superpower, the U nated 
Suatcs has onde ated that t wants to empovse its will on the 
(\prus proticm [pavage omitted] 

ledvhy has deemed 4 necewary to profeng brs vit to 
marntann hes comtacts in Cyprus He has sand he ms shay ong 
longer to acquere enformatron on the veews the Turkish 
( ypreot sedke well convey to the UN officaah 

Prevdent Bush and hu speceal coordmator on the 
(pres protiem muw have determuened what can and 
cannet he dene m Cypress dermng the time trame 
therefore, thew behavor cannot be regarded as beung 
heiptul (mn the contrary. thee ofyective 6 to force the 

Turkesh ( ypreots to make a sumer of concewons 
ehah well pleaw the Crreet ( yprvot wide 

Ihe phrase “of progres 6 acheewod ” wnphes that the 
| noted Mates reales that t would he emcerrect to capect 

the Turkesh © opreots to yreld te the t ated States oF 
mderecthy te the Coreek Cypreots through the | nated 
Mates 
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If thes os beong bcipful. how would being dctrumental be 
dew raced” 

Vasiliow: “Very Good Basis’ for ( coperation 

NOC W081 Broad avting 
(Corporation Radw: Netactt on Greek 169061 

¥ we ¥/ 

[Test] Prewdent Vashow has sated that m a federal 
Cyprus. the Turkish ( prot state's share of land should 
fluctuate at around 25 percent But. Vawhow sand. the 
percentage will depend on negotiations Prewdent 
Vauilow alo sated thal a solution to the (Cyprus 
problem rs caconcen able without defining wha h part of 
( yprus will be the Greek ( yprot and wheach the Turkish 
(C ypreet tate becaew fo federation can cam! eithout 

land for the federated partics 

The presedent of the Reputln made thes satomecnt om an 
micrvec™ with thes evening § tele rwon program ~ Actu- 
alte ~ whoch « addrewed to the Turkish € ypriots 

Replying to a question Commected with fears capressed on 
the Turkesh ( ypriot press that the Turkish € wprects well 
again become refugees. Vawhrow referred to powible 
atrangements that will be made As he sand a Turkeh 
(ypret who currentl, lees m the howe of a Correct 

(yprnet and would the to liwe om the Turkish Cypriot 
Mate will have the opportunity to acquire hes own hows 

because there will be a complete program tor the 
busiding of howses. In thes seme Vawhow added. the 
Turkish Cypriot will coase berng 4 refugee and will 
become a citizen with hes own house on additron to the 
fact that he will have the reght to sell property he may 

have ahandoned in the other stat 

Replying to a question cn whether he would he able to 
cooperate with Denktas Vawhow sad « nm for the 
Turkish Cyprnot community to dewpnate its leaders 
Furthermore be sand that despite difficrences and drs. 

agreements with Denktas the Turtieh € ypreot leader 
socom to be attached te C ypres its nature and people 

and. Whe Vawhow. has every reason to lowe hes fellow 
human berngs | thonk Vashow sand that the ma very 
good thaws and that we showld try to fied ways for 
Cooperation 

b rogiu: (Quadripartitic Summit May Not Be Held 
1 ran 1 61 1 landesiine: Bayras Rade in lurker 

tot ype SOW tue ¥! 

[Test] [Turkesh € ypriot) Prome Monster Piers Erogte 

has sand that the haws necessary for the quadriopartete 

summit planned tor September has fot vot hoon forme 

lated and that the summit might mot he bold 

Replong to questvoms by yournalt Taylan Kan on 
recemt devclopments on the ( yprus msec as well as on 

coonome and soceal mowes for a Bayrak Rade and 
Televison program to be broadcast tomorros cvcnung 
broghy sand that if such a moeteng on the € \ pres question 
ns teahved. he well try to support the nehts of the Turkish 



imposed by the Cireck Cypriots on the Turkish Cypriot 
community can be crushed, Eroghu sard that the fact that 
ICO has accepted the Turkish Cypriots as an inseparable 
part of the Islam world. the fact that 1 has stressed that 
the Cyprus question « a 2)-year-old problem, and the 
fact that «t has accepted UN Resolution 649 and the 
quadripartiic summit are very satisfactory to us 

Denktas on Cyprus Issue, Quadripartite Summit 

NC O908122°0! Istantuld CU WHURIVET in Turtich 
"dug Vi pa 

jinterveew with Rauf Denktas. leader of the Turkish 
Cypriot community. by CLUMHURIVET correspondent 
Ozgen Acar im Nowa. date not given] 

{Excerpts} Lefkosa [Nicossa}—{ Acar) Are you hopeful 
that the ( yprus problem will be solved’ Can you give us 
an update on the situation mght now” 

[Denktas} The Cyprus problem 1s a dispute. which can be 
settled provided that a realisin assessment 1s made on 
the nature of the problem Everyone including President 
Bush, who has sand. “You should hurry becauw new 6 
the tome to solve the problem ~ pretend to be unaware of 
the fact that what caused the problem was the usurpation 

CYPRLS “ 

of the partncrsiup state by the Greek Cyprots through 
armed force mm 1963. Everyone os sayeng thal “the states 
quo s unacceptatic” when what they really mean vs that 
the cstabinshment of the Turinh Republa of Northern 
Cyprus [TRNC] and Turkey's protection as 2 guarantor 
power unacceptable, The approach 1 semelar to the 
one mammtamed by the Greek Cyprots and Greece The 
Greck Cyprnots have been wung the wsurped ttle of the 
CGoverament of Cyprus for 28 years now. If the approach 
I mentioned 1 mamtamed. the Greek Cypriots ell not 
feel the need to move to cstabinsh a ace partnership 

republx with the Turkesh Cyprots [passage omitted] 

The wish of the two sovereign and peltically equal wdes 
to live withen a federal framework should be effectively 
established for thes framework agreement to have any 
meaning 

[Acar] Will you make conceswons on land” 

[Denktas] A number of base meucs must be resolved 
hetore the question of land can be discussed of regardicys 
of how much land we cede to the Cireck Cyprent wade 

whech clams the mght to control all of northern ( yprus 
and 1s steadily armong seelf, the Greck Cypriot leaders 
will contenue to mmsrst On more concesmoms (Can an 

agreement be reached the that’ On the other hand. the 
land qucstion 1 lynked to our soverergnty 1 1s a const. 
tuthonal maticr No one has the nght to say “we can 
make land concessions” before the matter 1s dehatcd by 
the Republican Assembly and pul to a referendum 

[Acar] What did you discuss with Ledshy today” 

[Denktas] Most of our tome was occupied by an exchange 
of veews on the situation that has been created by Mr 
Ledsky's disclosure m Ankara We will hold a second 
meeting on the basic nsucs on Wednesday Ledshy sand 
“Your equality will be established when an agreement 
reached " What we powted out 1s the we cannot agree to 
thes because our equality. partnerstep. and sovereignty 
form the bass of the 1960 agreements The view that 
“these Concepts may of may fot cxrst and that they wll 

be established at the end of the talks” 6 also wnaccept- 
able Its wrong ht conflicts with the laws. realities. and 
the struggle we have waged for the past 28 years. No one 
can give us nights and status as a favor 

| Acar] What would happen to the nica of a quadripartiic 
summit if the qg<uestion of political eque ty cannot be 

resolved” 

[Denktas} | beheve that some more tome will be given ft 
would not be might to say now that “the effort has been 
unsuccessful and. as such. the ndca has been abandoned © 
An effon should be made to solve the problems Maybe 
the realities will be better undersioad m that way 

[passage omitted] 

|Acat) Has Ledshy disclosed whether of not the Creek 
( ypreots have agreed to the principle of “political equal. 
ny” 
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A decrmon has not yet been made on thal 

ht depends on who represents Greece. A mutual 
well be reached on thes neue Turkey and 

Coreece well be represented ender by thew prome mones- 
ters of thee foreign munrstcrs 

[Acar] The two cowntnes are conudering sending thew 
foreign menrsters” 

[Denktas}] Yes 

Notes Need for Rapprochement 

7 00908113191 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radw in Turkish 
to « wprus 1030 GMT 9 Aug 9! 

[Excerpt] [Turkesh Cyprot) Pressdent Rauf Denktas has 
sand that «& would be a great mistake to hold a quadr:- 
partite summmet on Cyprus without first acheeving rap- 
prochement between the udes Were thes to happen. an 
opportunity proposed om good will by Turkish President 
Turgut Oval well have been wasted 

wg to Questrons on the subject by a TAK [Turkish 
correspondent 

i! 

3 

discussed withen the framework of the equality principle 

with the Turkish € YProts. appears to have forgotten the 

CYPRUS 

pened betwecen 1963 and 1974. As long as Vawhou ns 
permatted to we m thus false world of Muwon, the 

same situation will continuc to be the . Denktas stated 

[passage orniticd] 

Denies Agreement Reached 

741208115291 (Clandestine) Bavrak Radw im Turkish 

to Cyprus 1030 GMT 1) Aug 9! 

[Text] Presedent Rauf Denktas has sand that concessions 
on the political equality of the Turkish Cypriot side are 
out of the qgucstion. In respons to a question by a TAK 
correspondent on a remark by Nelson Ledsky. the US. 
State Department's Cyprus special coordmator. that an 
agreement was reached with him on the status of the 
Turkesh Cypriot side's participation m the proposed 
Cyprus conference, Denktas sand that no such agreement 
has been reached 

Pountong out that we are unsisting that no cloud should be 
cast across the political equality of the two sides, Den- 
ktas sand that despite efforts by Ledsky to favor Greck 
Cypreot leader Yeoryios Vasihou, the Turkish Cypriot 
side has vorced its obyections and 1s contenuing to do so. 

Revteratong that no one can deny the Turkish Cypriot 
sxde's sovereignty nght, Denktas sand: No one can force 
us to accept that the 1960 republic os mm force until the 
new federal republic 1s established. To accept thrs would 
mean reyectong and denying our 28-ycar-long struggic 

Noteng that countrnes that have committed the mrstake 
of recognizing the Greek Cypriot side as the legal gov- 
crament can still remedy thes sttuation, Denktas said 
that instead of doug so. they are trying to sacrifice the 
Turkesh Cypriot ade This can never be accepted, he 
oncluded c 

lakevew Comments on Support for | \ Candidacy 
NVC 1008161491 Nicoma Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corperanon Radio Network in Greek 1800 GMT 
10 Aue 9 

[Text] Foreign Minister Yeoryios lakovow has stated 
that hes candidacy for the presidency of the UN General 
Assembly has attracted widespreao support. addung that 
a quiet but steadfast approach 1s beng followed 

ip an mmterveew with the CYPRUS NEWS AGENCY, 
lakovow added that Cyprus has many frends and he 
well known Referring to Denktas’ reaction to hes cands- 
dacy lakovow said that someone who has violated both 
Securnty Cownced and General Awsembly resolutions has 
no night to comment on how the international organiza- 
bon conducts its business 
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Mitsotakis Assumes Aegean Ministry, Comments 

NCOWSIS4991 Athens Ellinitki Radhiotonia Radio 

Network in Greek 1500 GMT ¥ Aug 91 

{Excerpt} At this stage we expect Turkey to help substan- 
tively and positively so that the national issue of Cyprus 
can be solved fairly and productively. Prime Minister 
Konstandinos Mitsotakis stressed this when, in Mitulina, 
he assumed the Ministry of the Aegean from his prede- 
cessor, Yeoryios Misailidhis. The prime minister assured 
border area inhabitants they should not worry and 
stressed that the Greek borders are guaranteed, espe- 
cially now that Greece isan EEC member. The European 
Community. Mitsotakis added. is the safe port into 
which Cyprus also could dock in the future. 

Then the prime munister noted that he assumed the 
Ministry of the Aegean because he wanted to stress the 
national dimension of the issue and substantively aid the 
region's development. 

Referring to the new order of things evolving worldwide. 
the prime minister described this as difficult and dan- 
gcrous, but also hopeful. New prospects are opening up 
for a future of democracy and peace in the world, 
Mitsotakis stressed, and underscored that, within this 
framework, Greek foreign policy 1s firmly orented 
mainly at maintaining fnendly relations with neigh- 
boring states and Turkey. We expect, he concluded, the 
neighboring country to help with an honest and substan- 
tive dialogue so that we may live peacefully together 

Replying to a question regarding the issue of the exploi- 
tation of the Aegean Sea jointly with Turkey, the prime 
minister said: Who discovered the joint explonation of 
the Aegean” This 1s invented by ridiculous people. The 
government has never discussed or encountered such a 
possibility [passage omitted] 

Spokesman Criticizes Turkish Operations in Iraq 

NC 1008195091 Athens Elliniki Radhiotonia Radw 
Network in Greek 1800 GMT 10 Awe 91 

[Text] Commenting on the operations conducted by 
Turkish troops on Iraqi soil, the government spokesman 

GREECE x 

stressed that these operations had exceeded the limiied 
scope of a border skirmish or a hot pursuit measure and 
become something that impinged on international law. 

The Greek Government. the spokesman concluded. 
emphasizes the international community's responsibility 
to defend the human nghts of the Kurdish people. 

Government Spokesman Comments on \ ugoslay Crisis 

NC0908210491 Athens Ellinthi Radhiotonia Radio 
Network in Greek IS30 GMT 9 Aug 91 

[Text] The referendum announced by Skopje for & 
September constitutes a domestic issue for Yugoslavia, 
government spokesman Polidhoras said today in reply to 
relevant questions. Polidhoras added that the govern- 
ment follows with special attention the events that are 
taking place in the neighboring country and thal a 
solution should be the result of procedures that have 
been agreed upon and not of unilateral acts. 

Attack on Turkish lourist Bus Condemned 

NC 1008154091 Athens Ellinihi Radhiotonia Radio 

Network in Greek 1S00 GMT 10 Aue Yl 

[Text] A fire broke out at dawn [words indistinct] aboard 
a Turkish tourist bus parked at an outdoor garage on | 2 
Filellinon Street. The fire caused some damage to the 
bus, which was being used by employees of the Soviet 
Embassy in Ankara and their families for a two-day [as 
heard] trip to Greece 

Commenting on the arson attack on the Turkish bus, 
government spokesman Viron Polidhoras said: The gov- 
ernment condemns this despicable act of arson, which 
fortunatcly caused no casualties. Actions of this sort 
directly harm the interests of our country and people. 

Whatever may have been the intentions of those respon- 

sible for the attack. they will not be able to disturb our 

relations with neighboring Turkey 
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Air Force Effort in Border Operation ‘Completed’ 

T A0908 192891 Ankara TRT Television Network 
in Turkish 1000 GMT 9 Aug 9/1 

{Text} Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz has said that the 
Ai Force effort in the cross-border clean-up operation 
has been compieied and that the ground operation will 
soon end as well. Yilmaz was replying to reporters’ 
questions while emerging from the Prime Ministry this 
evening. He said that Air Force intervention 1s no longer 
necessary in the military operation launched in the 
southeast. He said: Our gendarmerie commando units 
have now surrounded the training camp there. They are 
Carrying out the cleanup operation. | believe that this 
will aiso be completed today or tomorrow. Then our 
forces will withdraw. 

Yilmaz said that there was local resistance at the terror- 
Sts’ training camp, but that the necessary measures are 
being taken. He added that a detailed announcement on 
the sssue will be made by the Office of the Chief of the 
General Staff later. 

Yilmaz: Operation ‘Successful’ 

141008161991 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 

1600 GMT 10 Aug 91 

[Text] Abant (A. A}—Premier Mesut Yilmaz said here on 
Saturday the cross-border operation undertaken by 
Turkey on the separatist terrorist camps set up in 
Northern Iraq was totally successful and the camps are 
completely surrounded by gendarmerie commando 
teams 

“Our commando teams are conducting last mopping up 

operations. After they are concluded, our troops will pull 
out of Iraq, following the setting up of necessary security 
measures in the area.” Yilmaz said 

Turkish troops launched air and ground operations 
against Kurdish terrorists camped in Northern Irag 
earlier this week and declared a five-kilometer-deep 
buffer zone on the Iraqi side of the border 

Turkey said the military operations were aimed at clim- 
inating these camps 

Answering reporters question on official international 
reactions to the operations, Yilmaz said they were not to 
be taken seriously as they had been quite minor and 
Turkey 1s free to take any action against terrorists who 
have perpetrated attacks on Turkish territores, killing 
civilhans and soldiers 

“We will tell the countries who protest us to bring us the 
responsibles for the killings of our soldiers. Turkey 1s free 
to take any actions against these terrorists. These oper- 
ations are being conducted on terrntornes which are under 
the sovereignty of no one in particular,” he said 
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Monitoring Will Continue 

141108161591 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
IS45 GMT 11 Aug Y: 

{Text} Abant (A.A}—Premiecr Mesut Yilmaz said today 
that the Turkish forces in northern Irag have seized 
control over the region. 

Speaking 10 journalists at this lake resort. Yilmaz said 
that the forces were al present continuing their opera- 
LIONS 10 TOOT OUl Sseparalist Lerrorists. 

“They will accomplish their mission in a short time and 
return,” he added. 

Asked to comment on rumors that the Turkish Armed 
Forces will remain in the region for two more months. 
Yilmaz said he did not think so. 

“Our forces will conclude their mission in a much more 

shorter time.” 

“However” he added, “our monitoring of this cross- 
border area which concerns our internal security, will 

continue.” 

As a reporter reminded him of rumors on the caxistence 
of a 5- kilometer security band on the Turkish border. 
Premier Yilmaz said, “what [1s] meant by this capression 
is that, PKK [Workers Panty of Kurdisian| militants 
have hideouts on such a 5-kilometer Arp 

“What [1s] in question 1s the mopping up these militants 
from the region.” he said 

Recalling that contacts with Kurdish leaders are pres- 
ently under way. he said that it has also been determined 
that a number of PKK militants have escaped to Iran 
during these operations 

“The necessary diplomatic initiatives have been taken 
towards Iran.” he added 

Operations Praised 
NC 1208111491 Istanbul TURAIYVE in Turkish 
SAuge Yi ppl. il 

Valein Over commentary: “Cross-Border Operation’ | 

[Text] The security operation launched inside Irag ts 
continuing. The acts of terror the PKK [Workers Party of 
Kurdistan] was involved in last week 1s reason enough to 
justify the operation. The president referred to these 
operations when he said that “if need be we will strike 
them at their dens.” 

The PKK has settled in this region due to the current 
power vacuum here. Numerous PKK camps were set up 
within the 5-km border zone between Turkey and Iraq 
and the terrorists were infiltrating into Turkey from 
these camps 
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The latest PKK operations are directly linked to the 
massing of their forces in this region. The PKK's protec- 
tors organized an intensive propaganda campaign inside 
and outside Turkey to prevent (or delay) Turkey's inter- 
vention against these camps by resorting to the same old 
oft-repeated arguments: “Human rights are being vio- 
lated in Turkey,” “the police in Turkey engage in tor- 
ture.” 

This campaign was followed by an outburst of terrorism. 
First. a border station was hit by a mortar and nine 
soldiers and one village guard were killed. They kid- 
napped seven soldiers (all hope about the lives of these 
soldiers have been given up). In addition, they 
“abducted the German tourists.” which direcily targeted 
our tourism industry. Now, PKK's military wing in 
Germany has issued a statement and is trying to use the 
German tourists as bargaining chips. Their aim 1s clear: 
To halt the military operation in northern Irag. lt is 
important to remember that the PKK members in Ger- 
many are being taken to court and the PKK wants to use 
the German tourists as a bargaining chip with the court 
as weil. 

The government was completely prepared for this oper- 
ation. Both Iraqi and US. officials were contacted and 
gave their approval. Superb intelligence work was car- 
ried out before the operation and the targets were clearly 
identified. The Kurdish groups (Barzani’s and Tala- 
bani's) not involved in terrorism were contacted and 
assisted in getting out of the way 

There is no reason why the operation should not be a 
success. Information obtained so far indica'’es that a 
number of PKK camps have been razed to the ground 
This information does not come from the chief of staff 
but from the sources outside the country. The chief of 
staff has declined to comment on the ongoing operation 
due to concern for the “success of the operation.” 
Certain disclosures might cause unfortunate results The 
chief of staff yesterday said that he will brief the press 
once the operation 1s concluded 

It could be said that the state, which had so far confined 
itself to actions that could be described as “counter 
measures,” has undertaken an “offensive” with this 
operation. The Israchs have resorted to same measures 
against the Palestinians to the cxtent of even announcing 
the type of attack will resort to when the attack it 
suffers. Many attacks have been carried out on Pales- 
linian camps in other countries. Isracl even bombs 
camps in the process of being built on the pretest that 
“these camps are offensive in nature.” 

If so, why should we not do the same” 

Units Said Approaching ‘Terrorist’ Camp in Iraq 

140908 184291 Ankara TRT Television Network 
in Turkish 1700 GMT 9 Aug 9! 

{[Guntac Aktan report from cross-border operation 

region] 

TURKEY ” 

[Text] We are on hill 2.881 once again. There are many 
differences from yesterday. Our units continue to 
advance despite the difficuil terrain and steep moun- 
tains. Yesterday, extensive combat took place im this 
valicy. Later, mountain and gendarmerie commandos 
crossed these hills and reached the highest point, where 
they found an antiaircraft position. Our units then 
moved down from the top of the hill toward the 
(Hakung) camp. Now. our units are on the outskirts of 
the (Hakung) camp. There 1s a mountain shielding the 
camp. which houses the terrorist organization's depots. 

Gendarmene Commander General Esref Bitlis inspected 
the situation on hill 2.881 overlooking Dury: valley 
today. Lieutenant General Hikmet Koksay, gendarmerie 
commander for public order, accompanied Gen. Biths. 
They were bricfed by Brigadier General Utku Guney, 
Hakkari Brigade Commander, on the operation in Dury: 
valley. 

Yesterday. our security forces carried oul two operations 
in the Derecik region, south of Semdinh, a district of 
Hakkar. They were mostly Aw Force operations. The 
first one took place in Kani Rash region opposite the 
Koryurek Border Station. cast of the Samanh border 
Station that was attacked by the terrorists a few days ago 
Our Ait Force bombed this area. The armed reconna- 
sance carned out after this attack showed that the 
terrornsts fled 

The second operation was carried out southeast of Dere- 
cik, in An. No ground operation was carned out here. 
Our aircraft carned out two sorties in thal region and 
dropped bombs on the terrorists here as well 

PKA Source Denies Army Claim on Durji Camp 

VC 1008160991 Paris AFP in English 

IS48 GMT 10 Aue Yl 

[Text] Istanbul, Aug 10 (AFP'—Kurdish Marxist rebels, 
target of a week-old Turkish military operation in 
northern Iraq. left the region in July, a source close to the 
Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) said here Saturday 

There was no PKK military camp at Dury, in Iraq. near 
the Turkish frontier, the source said, rejecting an asser- 
tion by the Turkish general staff that more than 600 
PKK militants were based there. PKK unis perma- 
nenily in the area never number more than |0 persons. 
the sources told AFP 

An envoy from Mas ud Barzani. leader of the Kurdistan 
Democratic Party in Iraq. said in Ankara on Thursday 
“There 1s no sign of the PKK in the areas bombed” in the 
Turkish operation. The envoy, Muhsin Dizai’, called on 
Turkey to halt the campaign, saying air strikes had killed 
more than 20 civihans, including women and children 
So far. the army has not published casualty figures 

Internationally, the German Government has 
denounced the Turkish operation as an offensive against 



vilians and called for its immeuiate cessation. Mean- 
while the Turkish press reported that the army 1s con- 
sidering setting up mobile electronic surveillance teams 
to observe PKK movements. The patrols, operating 
inside Iraq, would avoid the need to establish a full scale 
buffer zone in mountainous territory where border 
markers are mostly set 2,400 metres (8,000 feet) or more 
above sea level. 

The army does not intend to create a buffer zone in Iraq, 
a senor military official sand Friday. He spoke after 
Defence Minister Barlas Dogu said that Turkey would 
create one without specifying on which side of the 
frontier it would be set up. 

Turkish operations in Iraq began Monday following a 
PKK attack on a police post a day carler which left nine 
policemen dead. In the past, Turkish forces have made 
incursions into Irag against PKK militants in May 1986. 
August 1987 and February 1987. But the previous oper- 
ations lasted only hours and. according to press reports. 
had only limited success. PKK, the main Kurdish guer- 
nila organisation in Turkey, has been waging a violent 
separatist Campaign in casiern Anatolia, a mainly Kur- 
dish region of Turkey, since August 1984 
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Talabani Says PL K Opposed to Terrorism 

140908 141391 Ankara ANATOLIA in Turkish 
1340 GMT Y Aug 9! 

[Text] Ankara (AA}—Jalal Talabani. leader of the Patr- 
otic Union of Kurdistan [PUK] who arrived in Ankara 
from Amman, has said: “There are no terrorist activities 
in the traditional Kurdish movement.” 

Answering questions at Esenboga Airport on the abduc- 
tion of the German tourists, Talabani said that, being 
opposed to terrorism. the PUK keeps the Kurdish move- 
ment away from terrorist activities like the abduction 
He said that he did not have a chance to speak directly 
with the PKK [Workers Party of Kurdistan] leaders on 
the abduction of the German tourists, but that he sent 
messages to them indirectly urging them to release the 

hostages 

Replying to a question on “the abduction of Turkish 
soldiers,’ Talabani said that the PLUK does not differen- 
tate between such incidents and 1s opposed to every 
kind of abduction 

Talabani said that he will express his views on the 
“cross-border operation” following his talks with 
Turkish officials 

On the talks in Baghdad between the Iraqi Admuinisira- 
tion and Kurdish leaders. Talabani said that he does not 
have any updated information because he has been oul 
of the region for quite some time 

The PUK leader sand that after his talks mm Ankara, he 
will go to “Iraq: Kurdistan ” 
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Pian To Attack PKK in Lebanon Reported 
NC 1208114391 Istanbul TURKIYE im Turkish 
10 Aug Yipil 

{Unattributed report: “PKK Bases Are Being Wiped Out 
One by One. Al-Biga’ Valicy’s Turn Has Come™) 

{Excerpt} (TURKIYE News Center}—Whiule the opera- 
tion tO wipe oul the separatist bands organization 
PKK’'s [Workers Party of Kurdistan] bases in northern 
Irag 1s being carned out successfully by our Armed 
Forces, st has been learned that the final work in connec- 
tion with eliminating the main headquarters of the PKK 
in the Syrian-controiled Al-Biga’ Valley has been placed 
on the agenda. All the bases of the PKK. which had 
Siarted setting up bases in rag on the borders with 
Turkey as a result of Baghdad's loss of control over 
northern Iraq. are being wiped out one by one by the 
Mopping-up Operation being carried oul by our Armed 
Forces. According to available information, the Turkish 
troops are successfully implementing the planned oper- 
ation despite pockets of resistance and without sus- 
taming any losses im this fifth day of the cross-border 
operation. It 1s being observed that the entire region near 
our border has been brought under the control of our 
25,000 soldiers 

The Syrian Border Is Also Under Control 

According to information obtained from various 
sources, all measures have been taken to prevent the 
bandit organization. which had infiltrated from Syna 
into Irag and then carried out bloody acts on Turkish 
territory, from infiltrating from Syna into Iraq 

The terrain, despite being mountainous, has been 
brought under the full control of the Turkish troops and 
therefore there could be no infiltration at all from Syria 
and Iran 

It 1s being reported thal various contacts have started to 
put an end to the operations of the organization in the 
Al-Biga’ Valley, where it has its main Headquarters. It 1s 
being reported that for the time being, the work im this 
direction will be carned out with diplomatic methods 
and efforts will be exerted to execute the final exterms- 
nation Operation im such a way as nol to harm relations 
with Syria Syma argues that she has no complete control 
over Al-Biga’. where the PKK has based itself, and is 
searching for ways to completely remove the terror 
Organization from this country 

Foreign Minister Giray's Statement 

Foreign Minister Safa Guray said the cross-border oper- 
ation was not among the subjects taken up during the 
Islamic Conference Organization's foreign ministers 
meeting in Istanbul 

In hus statement to the news media yesterday, Safa Giray 
said that on all accounts the conference was positive for 
Turkey 
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Barzani | oured the Zone of Operations 

li has been reported that one of the Iraqi Kurdish 
waders, Mas ud Barzani. has carried oul an inspection in 
the zone of operations. According to information coming 
from Baghdad, Barzani has seen im person that the 
civthans affiliated with him have not been harmed by the 
operation being conducted by the Turkish Armed Forces 
and has passed over this information to the Iraqi regime 

[passage omitted] 

Barzani Envoy: Civilians Killed in Operation 

T 40908 1553991 Ankara ANATOLIA im lurkish 

1355 GMI Y Aue ¥/ 

[Text] Ankara (AA}—Muhsin Dizai. representative of 
Masud Barzani, the leader of one of the opposition 
groups in northern Irag. has left Ankara 

In 4 statement at Esenboga Airport betore his departure. 
Dizai sard that during his meeting with presidential 
spokesman Kaya Toper he told Toper that civilians had 
been killed in the operation conducted by the Turkish 
armed forces in northern lrag and asked thai the opera- 
tion be stopped 

Just betore boarding his plane at Esenboga A:rport. 
Dizais met Social Democratic Populist Party leader 
Erdal Inonu and conferred with him for some time 

Inonu sand the following to an ANATOLIA agency 
correspondent after the meeting Dizai said that they do 
nol support terrorism and that civilhans were killed 

during this operation | believe that terrorism should be 
prevented It 1s necessary to ensure security Such things 
happen in unclear situations. Terrorism should be pre- 
venied Security should be ensured as soon as possibic 

In reply to a question on carly clections. Inonu said that 

there have been speedy developments on the issue He 
added: There might be daily developments in the neat 
few days There will be clections soon 

Envoy Recalled to Ankara 
14100816079! Ankara ANATOLIA im English 

ISSO GMT 10 Aug 9! 

[Text] Ankara (A A}—-Kurdish Democratic Party Leader 
Mas ud Barzani's representative. Muhsin Dizai. arrived 
here on Saturday 

Talking © reporters in Ankara’s Esenboga Arrport. 
Dizar said he was called back by presidential spokesman 
Kaya Toperi, asking him to return to Ankara “for a very 
important mecting  Dizai was in Ankara carer this 
week to hold talks with Turkish officials 

TURKEY 4l 

Spokesman on German Envoy's Pretest of Operation 

141208145991 Ankara ANATOLIA om Turkish 
1405 GMT 12 Aue Yi 

[Text] Ankara (AA}—Foreign Ministry spokesman 
Murat Sungar has said that Turkey has always acted with 
understanding toward northern Iraqis. and that ut has 
been helping them in every possible way since 1985 

Sungar was replying to our correspondent’s questions 
about Germany's protest over the Turkish Armed 
Forces operation against the terrorsts in northern Irag 
Sungar pointed out that German Ambassador to Ankara 
Ekkehard Esckhofl was summoned to the Foreign Min- 
istry two nights ago Sungar said “Following the repre- 
seniations made by the German Federal Crovernment to 

stop the Turkish Armed Forces operatien against the 
PKA [Workers Party of Kurdistan), who were engaged in 
terrorst activities and cxploning the lack of authority in 
northern Irag. the ambassador was invited to our min- 

istry. and the reasons for the operation were cxaplaimed to 
him once again. It was explained to him that the opera- 
tion 1s aimed only against the terrorssts. that Turkey has 
always acted with undersianding toward the northern 
Iraqis. and that ut has been helping them im every 

possible way sence 1988” 

Meanwhile our correspondent has learned from \arnous 
sources that the German ambassador was told that 
Turkey was amazed thal Germany tailed to differentiate 
between the terrorists and the northern Iraqis. and that 
this stand might create the impression in the Turkish 
public that “Germany supports the terrorists” The 
ambassador was also told that the fact that the represen- 
tations were made by the German Crovernment only 

after the release of the German tourists taken hostage by 
the terrorists created “certain questions ~ 

Ambassador Eickhofl was called to the Foreygn Munisiry 
after Germany called tor “an end to the cleanup opera- 
thon against the terrorists in north Irag ~ 

German t mbass) ( omments 

TA O081 54491 Arkara ANATOLIA im Turkish 

S08 GMT 12 tue 9! 

[Teat) Ankara (AA}— Dificials at the Grerman Embassy 
m Ankara have said that Foren Minister Crenscher’s 
protest to stop the Turkish Armed Forces’ cross-border 
operation was made because of concern for the lives of 
cwihans 

Speaking to our correspondent. Embassy spokesman 
Walter Linder sand thal the protest was armed at pre- 
venting any harm to civihans because of the Turkish 
Armed Forces cross-border operation un north Irag He 
added that a detailed announcement on the rssuc will be 
made in the next few days 

The fact that Germany lodged ts protest with Turkey 
only after the Greerman tournsts were released by the PAK 
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{Workers Party of Kurdistan] has led to speculation; thal 
there was an agreement between the PKK and the 
German Government 

Farug Qaddumi Arrives in Ankara for Talks 

1 40908111291 Ankara Turkive Radyolari Network 

in Turkish 1000 GMT Y Aue 9! 

[Text] Farug Qaddumi. foreign minister of the Pales- 
tunian State. has arrrved in Ankara on an official visit. In 
a Statement at Ankara’s Esenboga Airport. Foreign Min- 
ister Safa Guray said that bilateral relations, Palestinian 

issucs, as well as international and regional topics, will 
be discussed during the talks with Qaddumi 

In turn. Qaddumi remarked that Turkey has always 

supported the Palestinian cause and has been at the 

Palestinians’ side He capressed satisfaction with this 

Stressing that Turkey has assumed important roles in the 
region. the visiting foreign minister noted that bilateral 
relations are becoming increasingly stronger 

Meets Giray, \ilmaz 

1 40908190191 Ankara TRI Television Network 

in Turkish POO GMT 9 Aue 9! 

[Excerpt] [passage omitied) Farug Qaddumu, foreign 
minister of the Palestinian siate, who 1s currently in 
Turkey, met with Foreign Minister Safa CGuray today 

Later, the official Turkish-Palestinians talks were held 
In a Statement during the talks, Guray said that Turkey 
believes on the value of talks with fnendly Arab and 

Muslim countries at all levels and im all fields. He 
siressed that Turkey attaches special importance to its 
contacts with the Palestinian state. He sand: We want 
mutual solidarity to increase both at the bilateral level 

and on the international platiorm 

Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz then received Qaddumi 
In a Statement after the meeting. Prime Ministry 
spokesman Yahm Eralp said that they mainly discussed 

two topics: the Palestinian problem and Cyprus. Eralp 

sand that Qaddumi capressed great pleasure with the 
Islamic Conference Organization resolution adopted in 
Istanbul on the Palestinian cause. According to the 
spokesman, Qaddum: bricfed Vilmaz in detail on the 

Middle East conference \ssuc and stressed thal i 1s 
essential for the Palestenians and the PLO to be repre- 
sented at such a conference 

Valhm Eralp said The honorable prime minister pointed 

out that Turkey's traditional stand regarding the Pales- 
timian issue 1s well known. He sand that we naturally 

support the representation of the PLO and the Palestin- 
ians for the success of the conference 

According to Eralp. Yilmaz also discussed the (Cyprus 

question in detail, and Qaddumi sar that the Palestin- 

sans will continue to extend great support to the Turkish 
Cypriot community 
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Wants Islamic Peace Conference 

141108083791 Ankara Turkive Radyolari Network 

in Turkish 2000 GMT 10 Aue 9! 

[Text] Farug Qaddumi. foreign minister of the Pales- 
tinian government, has ended his contacts in Ankara and 
gone to Istanbul. He was seen off at Esenboga Airport by 
Foreign Minister Safa Giray. who said im a statement 
there that they had the opportunity to review bilateral 
relations and problems concerning the Middle East. He 
said that Qaddum: discussed with him all the informa- 

tion concerning the Palestinians within the framework of 
the Middle East peace process now on the agenda. Guray 
said that on this opportunity, he resterated once again 

Turkey's support for the just cause of the fnendly and 
brotherly Palestine 

Qaddumi said that the Palestinians are very keen on the 

establishment of peace in the region. He said that they 
want the international cfforts being cxacried within this 
framework to be reinforced by a Islamic peace confer- 

ence. He pointed out that strong Turkey wall play a great 
role in the protection of peace and stability in the region 

Qaddumi said that during his talks om Ankara, the 
(Cyprus issue was also discussed. and that. as always. the 

Palestinians support Turkey's goal of a bicommunal and 
bizonal federation in the island 

Departs After Talks 

1.41108173491 Ankara ANATOLI4 im Enelish 

1608 GMT 11 Aue 9l 

| Text) Istanbul (A.A}—Farug Qaddumi. the foreign min- 
ister Of the Palestinian state. departed Turkey today. He 

had participated in the 20th foreign ministers conference 
of the Organization of the Islamic Conference and had 
talks with officials in the capital city, Ankara 

‘Terrorists’ Involved in Kidnapping Germans Slain 

141008162891 Ankara TRT Television Network 
in Turkish 1000 GMT 10 Aue 9! 

[Text] Two terrorists involved in the kidnapping of the 
German tourists have been killed. According to a State- 
ment issued by the State of Emergency Crovernor’s 
Office. the security forces conducted extensive opera- 

tons after the release of the German tourists. Two 

terrorists were killed in a clash in Mus’ Haskoy district 

Vilmaz Proposes Constitutional t lection Amendment 

SDPP Approached 

1 40908113391 Ankara Turkive Radvolari Network 

im Turkish 1000 GMT 9 Aue 9! 

[Text] Motherland Party [ANAP] Leader and Prime 
Minister Mesut Yilmaz has proposed to the Social Dem- 

ocratic Populist Party [SDPP] that artucles om the Con- 
stitution pertaining to clections be amended and that the 
Turkish Grand National Assembly be convened in an 
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extraordinary session to that end Yilmaz said that he 
will put forward the same proposals to the Truc Path 
Party [TPP] as well. He added that following an amend- 
ment to the Constitution and the electoral procedure 
through a conciliation among the parties represented in 
the assembly, carly general elections can be held at a time 
that will be most beneficial for the country 

SDPP Leader Erdal Inonu said that his party views the 
prime minister's proposal positively and that a reply will 
be given after the issue 1s discussed at the authorized 
party councils. 

Yilmaz called on Inonu at the SDPP headquarters today 
and conferred with him for over an hour. In a statement 
before the meeting, Yilmaz said that this was a return 
visit as well as one to congratulate Inonu on his recent 

reelection as party leader He added that this will also be 
an opportunity to cachange views on the various 

domestic and foreign developments concerning the 
country. Inonu, in turn, said that such civilized relations 
are part of the basic duties of the government and the 
Opposition as well as the healthy signs of a functioning 
democracy Noting that these relations should not mean 
that the opposition 1s supporting the government or that 
it 18 directing 1, Inonu said that the country 1s facing 
significant problems. Pointing out that his party 1s in 
favor of early elections as soon as possible to solve these 
problems, Inonu added that he will be happy to hear the 
prime minister's views on the issuc 

Speaking after the meeting, Yilmaz said that he briefed 
Inonu on the operation in progress in the southeastern 
border. Noting that he brought Inonu various concrete 
proposals on amending the constitutional articles per- 
taining to elections, Yilmaz added: The ANAP is ready 
for carly elections. Our pertinent party councils are 
currently working to determine the clectoral system as 
well as a date thai will be most convenient and in the 
country's interests. | brought Inonu a concrete proposal 
on the issue. | proposed that the constitutional amend- 
ments that have to be made—on which the parties 
represented at the assembly agree in principle-—be sep- 
arated from the work concerning the clection law and be 
implemented as soon as possible with the jornt agree- 
ment of the parties at an extraordinary assembly session 
I further proposed that the assembly take up the electoral 
procedure and date based on the Constitutvon im the 
beginning of September. Yilmaz said that his party is 
waiting for a reply and that if 1 1s positive the assembly 
will be convened immediately to amend the ( onstitu- 
tion 

Inonu said that his party has advocated carly clections 
for a long time now and that he is happy that the 
government is in favor of it as well. Jr ort The issue 
18 Constitutional amendments regara: . . ms. There 
are a few issues, especially, that we haw: ».cntioned in 
the past and that we want implemented. One of them is 
lowering the voting age and the other 1s increasing the 
number of deputies We see that the government and the 
TPP have similar views on these issucs. It 1s possible 
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therefore. to implement constitutional amendments on 
these issucs soon, to reach an agreement provided we 
restrict ourselves to these issucs. We are sermously con- 

sidering the prime munister’s proposal on the issuc 

Inonu added that a reply will be given as soon as the 

pertunent SDPP councils discuss the proposal He said 
With such an approach. | hope that the assembly will 
adopt a decision on carly elections 

The two leaders later answered reporters questions In 
reply to a question on whether he would hold a mecting 
with TPP Leader Suleyman Demure! on the issue. 
Yilmaz sand: Yes, we will put the same proposals to the 
TPP as well, Yilmaz 1s expected to meet with Demirel 
this afternoon About the election date. Yilmaz sard that 
the party commutice which deals with the issue 1s on the 
last Stage of is activities and thal there are various 
alternatives on the date He sand We are carrying on our 
serious work to determine the best date from the view- 
point of the country's interests given the current political 
and economic climate. We hope to reach an agreement 
with the opposition parties on the issuc Past caperence 
with the sssuc. however, makes us Cautious 

Following the prime minister's statement. Inonu said 
that there should be no misunderstandings and thai his 
party 1s in favor of carly clecthons as soon as possible 

Yilmaz said that there are certain difficultwes im deter- 
mining the electoral schedule if the elections are to be 
held this year bul that they can be surmounted through 
cooperation from the opposition parties He concluded 
by saying that surmounting these difficultres depends 
upon the sincerity of the statements the opposition 
parties have made in the past 

Repeats Offer to TPP 

140908 160191 Ankara TRI Television Network 

in Turkish [S00 GMT 9 Aue 9! 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted) Prime Minister Mesut 
Yilmaz visited True Path Party leader Suleyman 
Demure! at his office at the Turkish Grand National 
Assembly at 1500 [1200 GMT] today Before the 
meeting. Yilmaz said that he would make the same 
proposal to Demirel that he did to Erdal Inonu. leader of 
the Social Democratic Populist Party. about constitu- 
tronal amendments regarding elections Yilmaz said that 
this would also create an opportunity to see the sincerity 
of the opposition parties. which have been calling for 
early elections for a long time. I beleve. he sand, that 
both opposition parties will grasp this opportunity 

Demure! said that he was pleased to see that the govern- 
ment finally reached the point of electrons He said that 
his party will study the prime minister's proposal enthu- 

siastically and with good will The nation wants clec- 
wons, Demirel said. and the nation’s capectations will be 
met when carly clections are held 

The Yilmaz-Demirel mecting iasted about 90 minutes 
The prime minister did not make a statement after the 
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meeting. Demure! held a news Conference. however, and 
discussed his talks with the prime minister The TPP 
leader said thal the prime minister proposed to amend 
the Constitutvon and the Election Law but that he did 
not yet give a proposed clection date Demure! said that 
his party agrees on the amendments in principle He 
went on to say that, according to the agreement, the text 
of those constitutional articles to be amended will be 
written down, as will the reasons for amending them. A 
delegation composed of representatives from the three 
parties will work on these articles. he sand. adding If 
necessary, the Assembly will be called to an cxtraord:- 
Mary session in August to pass the constitutional amend- 
ments. 

Demirel said that among the proposed amendments 1s an 
artucle reducing voting age to 18 and rarsing the number 
of deputies to 600. However, be sand, we do not think 
that the prime minister's views are close to ours 
regarding the issuc of having the people elect the presi- 
dent 

TPP Accepts Early Elections 

141208161091 Ankara ANATOLIA im English 

IS45 GMT 1) Aug 9! 

Text) Ankara (A.A}—The opposition mght-wing Truc 
Party (DYP) [TPP] on Monday announced a dec- 

won to accept an carly general clection to be held later 
this year, a proposal by Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz 
last week 

The DYP’'s deputy chairman Husamettin Cindoruk told 
A.A that his party was ready to take part in the clection 
He said the DYP also accepted a constitutional amend- 
ment to change the voting age to 18 (from the current 
19), the election age to 25 (from 30), and the number of 
deputies to 600 (from 450) which were also proposed by 
Yilmaz, also the ruling Motherland Party leader, last 
Friday 

Cindoruk said his party was wasting for a decision from 
the main opposition Social Democratic Populist Party. 
the only other big party represented in parliament that 
has not yet officialiy announced 11s stand, to start par- 
hamentary procedures for the carly seneral election 

Yilmaz on Opposition’s Role in Election Date 

741108112991 Ankara Turkiye Radyolari Network 
in Turkish 1000 GMT 11 Aue 9! 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] Speaking to reporters in 
Abant where he 1s vacationing. Prome Minister Mesut 
Yilmaz was asked to comment on ceriain press reports 
that claim he said if elections are not held this 
November, they might be held next November He 
rephed I did not say Novernber, | sand September 199) 
If the opposition parties prevent carly clectsons this 
November, then they will be held in September of neat 

year 
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Asked if the clectuon system that leaves small partics out 
of parhament will be changed. the prime munister 

replied: We are not considering any changes m the 
carsting system. We are not considering any changes in 
terms of the minimum amount of national or regional 
voles required to be elected to parliament If the oppo- 
sition partics demand radical changes on rssucs which we 
have not discussed and noi agreed on, that means that 
they want to prevent carly clections. Maybe they dare 
not openly say thal they do not want the clections, but if 
they come up with such onginal demands, u would 
indirectly mean the same thing For cxampic. the rssuc of 
allowing our workers abroad to be abic to vote from 
where they are—-this is an issue on which we arc working 
and wish to accomplish, bul if we try to accomplish u 
now, we cannot hold clections this year Therefore, we 
want the cxrsting system to be valid, maybe by intro- 
ducing ceriain improvements. [passage omitted] 

Sungar Pleased With ICO Committee Resolution 

1 40608 170391 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radw in Turkish 
to Cyprus 1530 GMT 6 Aug 91 

{Text} The Islamic Conference Organization [ICO] Polit- 
ical Committee has approved an important, specific. and 
comprehensive resolution that catensively meets the 
Turkish Cypnots’ views and capectations 

Turkish Foreign Ministry spokesman Murat Sungar said 
that the agenda of the ICO political committee included 
the Cyprus issuc as well, and that the delegates discussed 
not only the situation in Cyprus but the Turkish Cyp- 
riots’ request for full membership. Sungar sand: For the 
first tome in the history of the ICO. a draft resolution on 
the Cyprus issue was submitied jointly by countries 
other than Turkey These countnes are Pakistan. Saudi 
Arata, Somali, and Afghanistan. 

Sungar said thal this resolution contains more progres- 
sive clements than the last resolution adopted in Cairo 
He said, however, that in line with ICO regulations, he 
will not be able to claboratc on the resolution at this 
Stage. He added: Al this stage. this resolution 6 an 
expression of strong support and solidarity for the just 
cause of the Turkish Cypriot people and for the principle 
of political equality 

Economic Accord Signed With Iran, Oil Buy Set 

141108113791 Ankara Turkive Radyolari Network 
in Turkish 1000 GMT 11 Aug 9! 

[Text] The council of monsters has approved an eco- 
nomi and commercial cooperation agreement signed 
with Iran in Ankara on 2 May According to the . 
ment. which was published in the OF FICIAL GAZETTE 
today. Turkey will buy 3 millon tonnes of crude oil from 
iran from May until the end of the year, and sell 90.000 
tonnes of engine o1! in the six months following May 
Also, Turkey 1s envisaged to receive 4 to $ bilhon cubic 
meters of natural gas yearly from iran through the 

Iran-Europe gas pipeline that. according to a long-range 
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plan, will pass through Turkey Under the agreement, 
iran offered to buy 7 bilhon kilowatt hours of ciectrical 
powcr im three years, startung wn 1994 

Romanian | avoy ( omments on Privatization Process 

1 40908123991 Ankara ANATOLIA im English 
O9ISGMT 9 Aug 9! 

[Text] Istanbul (A.A)}—Romania’s ambassador to 
Ankara. Alexandru Margariicscu. said here on Thursday 
{& August] that hes country had started a privatization 
process and wanted to benefit from Turkey's capenences 
of this process 

Speaking al a press conference at the Romaman ( onsu- 
late on Istanbul, Margaritescu gave information on the 
latest devclopments in his country and its political arms 

He sand Romana had undertaken great devclopment 
proyects and taken steps toward democratization and a 
free-market cconomy,. both fully supported by its people 

Margarniicxu sand Romania could casily overcome the 
difficulties t faces with the help of frendly countries. 
among them Turkey “Prvatization will consinute the 
basis of coonomac reform in Romania,” he sand 

He sand Pressdent Turgut Ozal would vient Romana im 
September and that this will contribute to the devclop- 
ment of relavons between the two countries 

( krainian Transport Official Meets ( ounterpart 

7 40808151291 Ankara ANATOLIA om Enelik 

1410GMI A Aue 9! 

[Text] Ankara (A. A}—The transport minister of the 
Soviet Ukramman Republic. Viaduemuir Delhadniy [name 
and title as received), who arrived in Turkey on 

TURKEY * 

Thursday met here eth bes Turkesh counterpart, 
Ibrahim Ovderme Talking to reporters after the mecting. 
Ovdemur sand Turkey was ready to beip the UU kramne 

solve its ichecommunn ations protiems 

A draft agreement on cooperation mm tchecommunika- 
ons eas signed between Turkcy and the | brane dureng 
a visu to the Sovect Union by Presedent Turgut (zal 
carher thes year Debkadar 's vert 6 a foflow up to that 

agreement 

Cvdemu sand Ankara attaches great wmportance to an 
Istanbul-Sev asiopol fiber opin Communk ations progect 
which will represent a mayor sicp forward on the Sovect 
U'mon’s ability to Communicate with the workd He abso 
sani both states could cooperate m televewon broad- 

casting 

Delhadniy sand there were restrictions oF ihe omstaila- 
ven of European tclccommunkatioms systems m the 
Sovect Umon and called on Turkey to make efforts to 
have them lifted “If these restrictions are lifted. we can 
cooperate beticr with Turkish tchecommunn ations com- 
panies.” he sand 

Agriculture, \ illage (\flairs, Forestry Head Named 
7 41 0805589) Ankara Turki Radvolan Network 

mm Terkesh 0490 GMT 1) tee 9! 

[Test] Canker Deputy Hiker Tuncay has been appowmted 
agriculture and village affairs munestcr a newly created 
postion. Tuncay well also serve as forestry moenester 
another newly created postion The decmmon on the 

appointments was published in the OFFICIAL 
GAZETTE today 
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